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-An investigation of the use -of tool-chip interface 
, •• ·.1 
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temperature. as an indicator of the machfnability ·of.steels 
'r. 
is reported in this thesis. - The technique employeci,..,,formeas- -
uri_ng cutting temperatures was the tool-chip thermocouple. e' 
~ Test results show how tool-chip interfa.ce · temperature 
~ ,[ 
ii 
.. ··-----··~---- .. -measured maehi-nabi-1.-ity 11\,0E'e· accurately--and,·more··--·con.-sist-ently·--------...'-'~----------- - -, 
over a range of test 
1
conditions than wear or surface finish. 
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!! ings •. -For the three tes.t. conditions used in this experiment, 
temperature ranked the steels in_ :t·he most consistent 9rder. 
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Wear showed the least mutual_it:y of agreement among the three 
I ~ 
·conditions • 
An examinatio.n of temperature- index nldffibers showed that 
test condition·s- .have a significant influence on the relative 
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Machining operations _are among the most important 
,manufacturing processes used to shape metal -parts. As a 
by-product~ of these operations, approximately fifteen. 
million tons of metal are removed as chips every year by an 
industry wh_ich spends one hundred billion dollars· annually 
• 
- -.-·----- ... ·----·----·· .. j.-·.-•. -.--------------------in··-the· ... Unite·d .. -stat~s. l --.Atiy means b·y wh·ich .. met·a·1s·--- can· be··- ------ ----------r---- .. ----,:" 0 .- ------- ----------·--
made to machine more easily is a matter of obvious economic 
significance. The tenn associated with the ease of machining 
._ ........ ---~----~~ ... --.. --...... ,,.-., .... ~-,---••-••-..•-••••·•,,,-, •.• ,,. •.. -• ••••n•~••~••••-••··--•••-~•,, ... ,-•••u-,--••••·•- •·•••-•••·-•--·•••---•• ·---~ ••••--,• -•·•- -.' •••••-••-•-••••-•·•·•-••-••••·••••>••--•••••-·•-••••--.~-•·-•-••-·••••- -·•-••-•••••-·--·•·-•-••·-·•-''••-•·•--••••--•••••••·-••••••--•••••--•••••••••-•••••, ••• .. •••·---•-••--··-••-•••••••<,-.....-,•o-•_.•,_,, ___ _, .. ,, __ , __ .,_....,.._.~.,,•--~u,-,L,.,_, ____ .,_,_ .,.. .. _•~•--..------·--------
{ ) 
.... •·--·, • • •. • ·---:.·,,. 0 
of a metal is machinability, and the meas~rement o~ this 
elusive property is the principal concern of this thesis. 
The data and results presented herein will serve to 
document an investigation sponsor~.d by a Bethlehem Steel 
Company research grant. The objective ofdthe research was 
-~------ ~----\ 
·to study the use of cutting temperature as a method fo·r 
J 
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~ Definition of Maahinability 
, __ ,.., .•. ______________ _ 
I Ma,chinability is a ternr--which denotes the relative 
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·-cutting tool. It is ·not a property which can ~e expressed 
in terms of some basic eng~neering_ units of measu~e as, for 
example, yield strength can be expressed in pounds per 
' . 
square inch. Inste.ad, evaluation of machinability is done 
on a relative basis. The machining performance of a material·, 
measured by use o·f · some dependent variable in the cutting 
process, is compared to the p~rformance _of a standard or 
-
··--·----------base materia.l and- expressed· as an· in·dex· .. --number·wi·th· ·base 
equal to 100. 
:.i., 
A good machinability rating normally means relatively 
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relatively low power consumption, relative ease of chip 
disposal and good dimensional accuracy. 
, .... 
... . 
-Metallurgical Factors Affecting Machinability 
. 
There are··. many factors having to do with the properties. 
0£ the work material, which affect its machining performance. 
These factors can be sorted into three main classes, physical 
- ---· ·- ..... - ............ ··•·.·-····· ... ---- -·-·· ... . ·······--··-·---·-- ·---··---------·-·---·--··--·-·"'········-- --.-- -
and mechanical properties,· microstructure, and chemical 
compositiono The classification mav seem somewhat artificial 
'"" 
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•. \ 
'i_ ,, , ... ,. 
cult,· for e~ample, to change the microstructure without 
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,, , 
chemis.try , of the steel can cause cha~ges in both micro-
-~ 
structure and mechanical properties·. In spite of these 
l-
:/ interrelationships, the factors are separable by type, and 
on this basis the classification is app,:opriate. 
Physical Properties. Sources on machining theory2 list 
hardness arid strain-hardenability among the most important 
factors affecting machinal:>ili ty. Other properties are also 
~.-~ ... - ..... - .... ,--•--••••·•-••··~ .. •••;..,.0 .. :.07-:-_ .. ..,...:-...... ••"'ftH ,----,--•-•·••-o••·•-•-• .,., .. ,, •••• ,-•••• ••••• •• •••• • . ·······. ---·- ... , .............. ,.-. ············-······--····· ........ --
related to the machining performance of steels. 
0 
• 
- Brinell Hardness hijs been used as a rough measure of 
> '4 . 
___ __machina,bi-l-.i-t-y-.-----~""-rt··-,-±·s---··-be--1·1·e-v<:fd""""th-at--·an _____ op"timum--ha":rdnes s--.·---·-------------· . ~-~-
· range for machinability exists at around 187 to 227 Bhn.3 
As the hardness increases above this range and begins to 
.;approach the hardness of the cutting tool, the abrasive 
\action of the chip on the to61 c~use~ tool· life to be shortened. 
As the hardness decreases below this range, it is accompanied 
4 
by an increase in ductility, which is detrimental to good 






\~ 2 To name two, J. P. Vidosic, Metal Machining §:. Forming 
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steels 0 Forgings and Cast Irons' 1 , Machining - Theory and 
Practice (Cleveland 0 Ohio, 1950), Pe 342. 
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~, 
in chip disposal. Col-d qrawing is often used on ·the low-
carbon and free-cutting steels to make the surfaces of these 
" .soft materials more brittle, thus breaking up the chips. 
- - , 
Distinguished· from bulk hardness i·s the hardness 
.... _, ... 
·possessed by some of the microconstituents, such as imfuri-
ties. Thes.e inclusions, aluminates and ·silicates, for 
. -
-example, can approach the hardness of the cutting tool and 
----·---·---·-.··--------~~~~. --~--.~~------~ thereby-·in·creas"e ·abrasion on the ,tool. 4 ', .?- •• 
\ 
• ...z.. ' 
Strain-hardenability is the capacity of~ the material 
~ 
for work hardening upon deformation. Because metal cutting . 
___ ____.. ________ - -·------·.-;a .... -· ~ .. ··1.· . 
,' ...... 
'o 
is a defonnation process, this property is important in the j' -. 
machining of a material. As the strain hardening_capacity 






I itself in the form of shorter tool life due to increased _ _ __ . _1
1 
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hardness of the chip, and poorer surface qua.lity due· to the J 
. 
formation of built-up edges. 5 
Research has been reported (12), (19) 6 which studies 
the re1ationship b~tween the st_rengtb pr_Qp~1:.t.te.s of a steel . 
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4 Vidosic, .QE_. cit., p. 240. 
5 Ibid., p. 240. 
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~ tool life is the result. However, commercial experience . · 
has been that an optimum condition for machining exists at 
a tensile strength ,of approximately 85000 psi (20). This 
corresponds roughly with the optimum Brinell hardness range 
• 
mentioned earlier. 
on·e of the inost important factors to influence tool 
life, surface quality and power consumption is the coeffi-
. cient of friction between the cutting tool and chip. This 
is not a property of the work material alone, but rather a 
characteristic of the combination of tool and work piece. 
It can be defined as the··ratio of the frictional force along 
the rake face of the tool to the force normal to the tool 
face. As the coefficient of friction is decreased, through 
changes in chemistry of either the work piece material or · -~ 
:• 
.. '1 
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Microstructure. The literature is replete with results of 
-~~- --
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. · research~ testifying to the importance of microstructure in 
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1 1.f 
gated the effect of structure on the machinability of cast 
iron (11). Other sources summarize the results of studies 
:• .•. : 
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conducterd- on steels. 7 A detailed 'discussion of these 1 
results is beyond the scope of this introduction, but a 
few words devoted to the subject a.re justifie-a. 
"" For steels of low carbon con·tent ( below· • 30% carbon), 
, . 
the structure most desirable for good machinability is 
lamellar pearlite. This pearlite is a microstructure ,which 
contains the two phases', ferrite and cementite, in the.form 
of plates or laminates. Ferrite is a soft, ductile phase 
which is iron with a very small amount of carbon (.007% 
-........ --.,. 
maximum at room temperature) dissolved in it. Cementite is 
the hard compound Fe3c. All things being equal, the propor-
tion of Fe 3c increases as the carbon content increases. 
At very low carbon contents, the proporbion of ferrite 
present in the steel is too high for good rnachinability. 
•• ~ - y .. •• • .... ~.· 
. .. . . - ~- . . - - . .. 
. .. ._ -- ·-· ·-·- -· ..... · .. ~~~ ... ~---·, ··-~·,._ ~- .. _ ... -·-·· --~·- ....... -- --·-"-• ,..:._, __ ,. .......... -----· .. ·--···.,;;-::.;::..-;::..:. .......... .,, .. _, ...... "·-· 
... .;..;;.~....,;;.....,;..;,.,_c.;.. ••• ;;;;;~ •. ;.c,;.__:_;.;;~..;.=-;.;..,.;;...a ... ;a-;::~c;-:;::;:;:::::-~.::;,:_:,:_::· .. ·:;:.::-:::;;:. -:-.c .;-:.c: =:. ;:,;;~ .. . -.. .. . ; .... -.. ~.c~ ; "'""''. --·-·-- ._, ........ ---- - . .. .......... --- ................... - ·· ........ ,._, • .-. ........... ••. --· .. . .. , ... , •••.. - .. --- ,_ ..... -. j 
The consequences of the high f·errite content are built-up ,I 
edge due to welding of the chip on the tool, poor surface 
finish and excessive frictional heat. Ferrite is responsible 
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7 For example, References ( 35), pp. 228-232: ( 31), pp. 134-

















·At carbon contents above about • 30%, there is too 
much of the hard abrasive cementite·and the result is· 
• 
·
1 accelerated tool wear. · For these steels, the machinability 
is improved by_spheroidiziI\g the lamellar pearlite • 
.. ~ 
' 
' Between these .two carbon levels, good machining is 
obtained with the pearlitic structure owing to the combina-
'... . ~ 
tion of bri t·tle carbide plates separating the soft, deform-
able ferrite layers. This pearlite fractures relatively 
easily, causing less ductile deformation and therefore less 
generation of heat. Longer tool life, better surface finish 
., . 
. . -· ---~----·-···--· --·---.... ··-·· -
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.... 
and better chip removal are the desired results., 
There is some disagr~ment in the literature about the 
influence of grain size on machinability. It is generally 
thought that the cutting performance of the steel is improved 
by larger gra~n size. The issue is somewhat confused, 
1 . 
however, by certain complicating factors. For example, 
? 
. . 
aluminum i~_ u_~~_g __ t_Q ____ ~_;_~~-9t sma 11 . g_;r;~-~!! ____ ~!.~-~----i_l;]. ____ ~_j:;~-~-!~~-----------·-------· ~---- __ _ 
' While the machinability of these fine grained steels is not 
~ 
~-----··· ---·----;----_ . .: __ ··-·-~-:opt·imurn, ··i·t- -is more --1-ogical to put the blame on the presence - ----- -·--·------·-· 
a 
'-~--.-----==-~- . __ : ___ .. : .. ----.· _2_~---~,J-293,~-··-~~h!_9_h __ !;?-_~~·- ~!i-----~~rasiyf:!· effec~ __ on __ ,_the .......... tool, rather 
~---·:__:_~ .. : .... -----------.. ~-~~------~----t-han .;;.on f ·in.· e · ·g ra i·n s i ze • ··· ·, Grain s i ze ··· is not · cans ide· red ·to- -ber--··:--:-·--·-----__ .-----·------ '--_ 
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a~ong the important factors influencing machinabil~ty. 
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Chem·ic_ar_ Composition. The chemistry of -the s-teel has a 
p~onounced influence on the steel's mechanical propertie~ 




Carbon is extrerne1y important in its effect on the 
.. \ 
-properties of steel, includin,g machipabili ty. - High carbon 
• 
-steels, unless s~heroidized, are too strong and hard for 
good machinability. At very low carbon contents, the steels 
' are generally of poor machining quality because of less than 
optimum hardness.· The best carbon range, for tne sake of 
I 
----- ·---- -·-·--··---- -.. -----····-- ----.....-·---···------- . . ·--~-----~-------
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machinability, depends on the steel-making process. "The 
best carbon con~ent for machinability is approximately 0.10% 
for Bessemer Steel and 0.20% for open hearth .. steel. Cutting 
quality decreases rapidly with increase of carbon to more 
than 0.15% in Bessemer and more than 0.30% in open hearth 
steel. 118 
--~---------.---. -___ -----------------ManY---al.loy.ing.-elements .are added -to steel for the-i-r 
I. 
~------·-----------
----------·-------·=-----_____________ ,, ____ !?_~!}:~-~~~-!~~ _effe~'ts on ~e.~h.~ni~cal--p:t'operties and hardenability.-- ---
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· on the tool. Suitable- annealing processes reduce this abrasive 
j 
----------------------------... -------..... ----------------~--------------
'•, ;' 8 American Soc. for Metals, Metals Handbook (Cleveland, 1948), 
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· property of these .steels to some extent'~ Mangane.se and 
nickel are ferrite strengtheners \vhich usually reduce 
machinabili"cy by increasing hardness and. ·toughness. "The 
effect of manganese depends largely on the total content 
~-
of carbon, manganese and phosphorous. In free-machining 
steels, the mo~t favorable manganese content is 0.75 to 1.0% 
7 ~ . 
in Bessemer steel and about 1.00 to 1.30% in open hearth 
steel. 119 .. 
Other elements which form hard, abrasive inclusions 
L_ .I 
are detrimental to the machining perfonnance of steels. 
j, 
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'":· 
.Aluminum and silicon- fall into this category. 
Certain elements are added to steels specifically for 
~ 
the purpose of increasing the rnachinability of the steels. 
The advantage·of these add~tives is usually attributed to a 
reduction in the coefficient of friction between chip and 
tool face. This reduction has two beneficial effec-ts. 
First, en.ergy requi_r~ments are reduced because a ,i.ecrea~E! in 
i 
--the coefficient of friction causes a decrease in cutting . 
_,...,_ ·------··--
- ·---·--..i- .. -. --------·-·----
' 
~UlJ?_t'OVed __ thro_ug_h ____ ·a ____ red:t-icti_Oil in· ~h~ -~endency of ~-built--~~-----·-----~--"· 
. .,.,., 
--.. -··----·-------~· ·---"-------
---···e·dg e to ·form -which. wou~Lcf ·· 1eave behind particles on the· work 
____ ...... -----------------~----------------... ------------------------
,. 
9 Ibiq,, p. 369. 
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(l 
surface ahd make it rough. The mechanism by which these 
" 
additives reduce.the coefficient of friction ·1s similar 
to 'the ac,tion of a cutting fluido i'Like cutting .fluids, 
free-machining additives are thought to involve the forma-
'I 
tibn of low-shear stre·ngth contaminating films at points 
of contact, .and in this sens~ may be referred to as 'internal 
· 10 lubrica·nts' • '' ' -' 
.... , 
' 
., The more important elements which have been used as 
free-m2ichining additives in steel are lead, sulphur, 
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an investigation on the effect of lead as an additive. 
~ 
• 
. . -----------·- ·- - . - ,. -•,-- -
-
.. 
Their findings give evidence to the theory that lead reduces 
the coeff~icient of friction. ~hey also conclude that the 
cutting temperature and energy consumption are both reduced 
' ~ by adding lead to steel. 
Jj. .. 
Jr . 
It has also been found {20) that 
production rate·s are subs.:tantially increased by the addition 
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.. SulRhur is also effective in· incr~asing the machinitrg 
quality of steel. · In addition to its effect as an internal 
lubricant, sqlphur has also been repo;rted to improve the 
problem ·of chip disposal. "The addition of sulphur or 
other elements which are.capable of forming insoluble inter-
metallic chemical compounds in the steel will improve machin-
-·-
---
,,-' t ability and surface finish markedly. These insoluble 
particles act as chip breakers." 11 
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-the machining behavior of steels, with nitrogen being the 
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. 
more effective. of the two ( 20). Tellu·rium and selenium have 
.. been used mainly to.improve machinability in stainless steels. ~ 
Machinability Tests 
Measurement of machinability is difficult for several 
--reasons. The machinability of a metal is not only a function 
t 
of its .,,.,.own metallurgica·1 propert~es, such as hardness, micro-
structure and chemical composi~tion, but it is also a function 
of ~h~ ...... tYP~ ____ Pf. ma.chining process., -the-·s-ize·····and· ···shape ·o·f· ·otrt·~-··· .. ····--···--··---·~ ·-~-···-....... ~~-. ~-· .... ---i-.-...-..------
"·· -· ... " ·- - .. -
... ··-- __ ... ______ .. -·-. -
-· ·-- ·- - ---· 
_::-=·=--:_~------~::_~-~--- . . 1:he-·-·cut-tirig·· ·1:-601·;· and the cutting fluid.·· yariation of any 
.,. 
.•.• , ........ ,.,. •• '4·--· • ----~---·--·--·-··----------·-· 
-·-----··---------c---·----·-O.f ____ the.s.e ..... e .. n..v-i~.ronmen-t·a-1 · .. J!Ond i·ti·ons·--··may ··- ·a·f fe ct ·the ma chi nabi li ty · 
_______________ ...,.,_,,.......,--~-eea:11-a;aa--...,_---~------------.-...- .... --- ....... ..,.. _____ ... __ ....., _____ _ ) 
11 American Society of Mechanical (Engineers, ManUal on 
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There does .not seem to be any single dependent 
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.. 
acceptable as an indicator of machinability. Whatever the ,. 
variable, when it is measured under one set of experimental 
. 
. 
con~itions, the ratings will probably differ from those 
obtained under a different set of conditions ( 15}. Also, 
the rating detennined by one test variable may be quite 
--~ 
\ different from the rating obtained by other variables. 
\ 
However, in spite of these obstacles, many tests have 
been used thr.ough the years to measure machining p~rformance. 
---····-·--.. ·--··-····--·-···-·--· -- ---·---~---··,.. 
---------· -- ·-- - --·--·------------- ------- ----- - - -- .. ----·--·------. -. 
...... - '··--· -·-···- -
.v •• 0 •P• .. ~•• O,o- •-• -· 0 ...... _ .. •-•• o• - ••- .......... ,,. 0 •• ...... ' 
~--~-.~~-·· .,....-.--.-.····------· .. --· . ·-·· 
These machinability tests include: 
1. Tool life or tool wear tests 
2. Forces· or power consumption 
.... -:·--;_ -·-· ··-:- =t-- ~ --· :; ~ ...... , , ... -- . .... -..... -··· . -- -
··- --------~.--.--- ---------·------- --- --·-
3. surface finish 
4. 
5. 
cuttability tests (for example, the rate of 
penetration of a drill under constant feeding 
pressure) 
.. 
simulated production tests (in which the optimum 
speed or optimum feed and speed are determined 
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Tool ·Life and Tool wear Tests. The objective of this· type 
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'\ 
it·can also be used ·1:0 test the performance of the tool or 
cutting fluid. The Tool· Life Tes·t \vas pioneered by F. w. 
~ 
Taylor, who used it to evaluate the performance of various 
r 
compositions of too·1 steels. · In this test, a given -,work 
material is machined under given cutting conditions of depth 
of cut and feed by various tools of different composition 
but identical geometry. The objective of the test is to 
I ' determine the cutting speed which will produce a given tool 
.. life, oftentimes taken as 60 minutes. Tool materials are 
compared on the basis of these speeds. When the test is 
:.a_·: 
.• - ·- ····•-· .....!. - ~- ,. 
1· ... 
-·---------- . -·-.. --------· - . ... . . . . . ' 
/ 
..• 
™ ____ ,, .................................. .... 
employed to compare work .materials, the tool material is. 
held constant and work material is varied. 
.. Another test akin to the tool life test is one in which·~ 
the amount o·f wear ( usually flank land wear) is measured 
( l 
under constant cutting conditions and at a given time of cut. 
This test is easier to perform but not quite so reliable, 
'J 
.due to the irregular nature of the· tool wear rates. 12 
'" ,-----·--- --·¥- -- ......... -- -- ·--·------- -· 
The 
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economi·c considerations in a· machining operation, and- a 
;,:;:;i 
. comparison of al~ternatives ( toolse \"Jork ma·terials or cut-..... 
ting fluids). is justifiable on economic. grounds. "' However, 
.( 
. the tests have several drawbacks, most of which a're reported 
in References (19) and (20),. Many of the complaints seem 
. ---------·--------~-- -
. -- ---- ..... - -·· 
. 
to revolve around the fact that the test data is taken under 
cutting conditions which do not represent-the nonnal machin~ 
,. ing situation. · The cutting speeds in these tool ·.li.fe te·sts 
$ ~ 
are designed to induce a short tool life, usually 60 minutes 
(' ' ; 
or less • The effect_ o £. __ the s~e __ h.igh ...... sp.e.eds------is-.... inc-.J;eased-·-.. ·e-u-t--··-··-·-----···---.,,.---·-··--------
ting temperatures which accelerate the tool wear through 
higher metallic diffusion rates. Thus, the tool life is 
influenced by an environment which is somewhat different· 
than what would be found in the usual production operation. 
-··----P·-=•• =-•=3 =-= ~---
As. a consequence, conclusions·made from these accelerated 
life·· tests are not completely'" reliable. The tool. l.ife test 
also pays little attention to the quality of t}:le machine,d 
t 
---~~rface or dimensional stabil·ity, both of which are important 
J• 
\. 
-···-------····----- · ---· .... -- .. --------i-n most comme re ia l ·opera ti·o·n·s ~ · - · --- · -· · -······· · ....... · .... ·- ·· · - ~---· .. -~·-· ---· .. - -·. ·- --- - . -- - .. --· --~·- ..... , .. ·-----------·--·-... ~---
\? ... 
In an experime11t in which an accelerated ( 60 minute) 




various steels, the results showed considerable disagreement 
with commercial experience (20). The conclusion of the 
, .... ~ 
,.,.,.; 
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study • H 1S ••• 
. . 
that the relat-ive machinability va·lues deter-
,/ 
.mined from ••• - laboratory data do not agree, either in trend 





Forces and Power Tests. While- information about metal-
. ' cutting forces and power is most important in the design of 
machine tools~ it can also be used to evaluate machining 
. . ...... 
performance. The jijstification for the use of forces and 
power as indica~ors of machinability lies in the theory that 
, 
the more difficult-to-machine metals,will require greater 
forces and consume more energy. 
· · The power cpnsurnption in a machining operation can be 
obtained by attaching a wattmeter or ammeter to the power 
line coming into the maehine·· tool. This gives the total 
. 
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,· 
cutting power. By way of preview into the next section of 
this thesis, the -power can also be determined by measuring 
' 
. the heat developed at the tool, .. since nearly .all the energy 
3· 
in cutting is converted into heat. This is done by use of 
·-
••••• ,•., •••• -• ....... ' •• ., •• , ••• --·· ...... ,J ... .,~, ..... , .... ~.,~-.... .. ~-, ........ ., ... ,.._ .. _ .......... ' .. -
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either a calorimeter or a therroocouple •. _Fina.l .. ly, p_owe.r .... _can-------· ~-_ .... ,_;.:;;_--__: .. ,. ......... , .... -. 
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-· --------·- .. be measured by measuring the cutting forces on the too1·· with 
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a dynamometer. These forces, multiplied by their ":respective 
• 
< 
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A study o·f tool force tests conda·cted to appraise the 
machinabili ty of s·everal steels is documented in ·Reference 
(20). The procedure for these tests was to determine for 
/ 
. ' / 
.. ,. each work material the feed which· would produce 1a given 
longitudinal or feeding force. The idea behind this,was 
that the easier-to-machine steels would produce the lower 
forces. However, the data.generated during the study indi-
.. ) 
/ 
cates that tool forces are not a good measure of machining ... 
quality. The ratings obtained from these.tests do not agree 
with commercial rankings and, in addition, the variability 
' 
of the tool force data makes it difficult to draw any concrete 
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newly machined sQrface or the life of the cutting tool. 







of the important criteria by whicl1 the success of a machining :I; 
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II ·- 9BE:!rcl.tion. i$ JudgeQ.. _ The surface r6ughness of a part is a.. _ ___________ 
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part does not meet the specification, it is considered unac-
(. 
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sacri.;ice to the manufacturer. Therefore,. the machining 
• /ij' 
Jaricibles Whi,ch eriter into the cutting opercition .( type of 
-machining operation, tool material -and geometry, cutting 
conditions, work materi~l, etc·.) must be of such a combina-
. 
tion that the specified surface finish is obtained. 
Unfortunately, this combination of input variables is 
characterized by many interaction effects 'among the variables.· 
This means that the effect on surface finish of a change in 
one variable depends on the levels of the other variables. 
Stated in another way for the purposes of this discussion on 
machinapility, the cutting c~nditions which produce a good I . _-_ 
finish on one work material,, may produce an' unrepresenta-
' ... 
_ tively poor finish on another material. For example, in a 
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variabl.es on roughness, the following observations were made 
\ 
between two steels, SAE 1035 (ASME Machinability Rating - 65%) 
and SAE 3140 (ASME Machinability Rating - 55%): For a light 
~ 
depth of cut (. 010 11 ) the SAE 1035 showed a better f~n-ish, 
---~-:--=-~-=-~~: ____ :~ile for a heavier depth ( .125") the SAE 3140 showed t,~--1- ·-·----~-----'---'--_-_ ... _-__ __ _....., 
better finish. For a small nose radius (0 to 1/16") the 
- ····· . -.. . 
···--····-----··--·-------·-'-....... ,~--· ·--------·-··f±nish. ·w·a~s be·tte~~: .. ",on .. the SAE ·· 3140, ·but·· for·· a larger ·no·se ··· 
I ' 
' 
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1035 steel·. 14 · Both of these comparisons were made while 
other cutting variables were held constant. More examples 
of this type of comparison could be cited., --- but the., above 
examples serve to make the point. Mainly by reason of 
\,.,.,,_ . . 
. £ 
these interaction 'effects, surface roughness, taken by 
itself, is ·not a .reliable indic~tor of machinabili ty. 
. I 
one way of overcoming this interaction problem is 
used in the simulated production tests which will be dis-
cussed later. Surface roughness is stanqardized at a 
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. ~--~ _..·. -
·• 
optimized within the ·1imi tci'tions imposed by this finish 
requirement. 
. .. 
cuttability Tests. This type of test is adaptable to 
seve.ral different cutting operations. ' The test measures 
how much material can be cut in a given length of tim~ and 
under a given feeding force, other conditions being fixed. 
It seems reasonable to bel __ ieve that a bigger cut ... can .. be. · __ 








- --- - - - : -Reference (J.) ·= 
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____________________________________________________ .... __________ _ 
14 ASME Manual, pp. 135-139. 
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I !. '.,_'ll ' ii; 
· · 1. Drilling· Test, in which the· depth of penetration 
. . 
.,:, is measured in a specified ~time under a constant feeding 
- - -,-
pressure. Materia·ls are compared on the basis of their 
relative. depths of penetration. 
2. Turning Test, in which the length of travel of a 
turning tool subj·ected to a cons .. tant feeding force is 
measured after a given time of cut. 
• 
. . 3. Sawing Test, in which the measure of machinability 
~ 
, is the time or number of strokes required to cut off a 
certain cross-section with a hack saw subjected to a given 
feeding load. 
hack saw.) 
(A band saw could also be used instead of a 
Documented results of research on these tests are not 
readily found in the literature. Colwell and McKee (10), 
although their research was of a more general nature and 
not limited to rnachinability testing, concluded that the 
) 
----
relative machinabili ty of five materials studied was about ~ .. 
' 
' 
- .---·-- -----···-·-----·-----·-·. - ------- ---· --···----
~··· --- ·--- ------·---·- ----····-•-. - -- -- - • 
J 
the same in a sawing test as for a turning test. Other 
~ ,· 
---~--~han---in/fe-Ee-nee-s----e-f-·---th-i-s---s-ert:-,----·---t-he---~e-ne r-a 1--cu·tt-a bi-1 ity- -- t-e-s·-t--s----~-
. -- ,. --. ···. - ···--- - . 
do n6t seem ~o be taken very seriously by most researchers, 
-- - . - --··· - -·· 
· but rather are the kind of tests which might be used as a 
rough measure out on the production floor. 
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----'-----~--- ·----
-,J,· ···-··---- --- ·. -- ·- --··-. ·- - --·---- __________________ ,,_·___________ -
Simulated Production Tests. Production testing in the 
laboratory represents one of. the most accurate· answers to 
8 . 
the problem o~ determining machinability ratings, because 
machining ·performance is determined unde,:r ·conditions which 
most clos·ely approximate,; the production shop. Examples of 
this type of test are 'given in Re·ferences (3) arid (20). 
The two tests described a:te almost identical. They both 
• 
involve the manufacture (in the laboratory) of a "typical" 
production part in a six-spindle automatic screw machine. 
The objective of both tests is to deteJ:Inine the maximum 
, 
-···-~-- .. ~ ... ·--·--·t···-,... - --··--·-·--·--------·--· -- --···-·----------· '?:['" 
. - - - . ---- ---·- ·- ·----~ . -- .,,.,_ ~ . - - - . . .... ~- .. ---- ··-··-----... --------- . _________ ,__ ___ - .... 
' ' 
·------...;......... ............ ------···---·--produc··t·I'on rates by optimizing_~eed and speed, while main-
---~ 
- ' 
taining a 6 - 8 hour tool life and a specified surface 
¥ 
finish. · Machinabili ty rankings are then obtained by compar- r , 
ing the maximum production rates among materials. 
Some of the laboratory production tests base compari-
l : ... 
sons of materials· upon speeds alone, rather than speeds and 
feeds ( 36). 
test is that it requires so much metal ( on the order __ of tons) 
. ···------------·-·--------- --- ···---- ·----- ----- -------- ..... ---- -------------- --- . __________________________ .. , 
----------·---------~~""~- - -- to be consumed~-- l)Eif-ore-· a··--rati.n_g _ ·o:e a --mate ria·i---c-ai,- be obtainea.·:--·-·-·------------ ,._. ______  
.. 
··--··----·--·----·--··------------. -·-. ·-c-~·------·Thi·s, · of·- course, ne-ce-ssitates much time arrd money. ,_ The 
l •· 
'' ,1, .. 
process of optimizing cutting conditions subject to a set of 
... 
' ' 
' , .. 
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Also, in spite of the test's relative accuracy, there 
still exist discrepancies in rankings among the various 
users of the simulated production tests. A steel which 
one researcher might rank as 75%, another researcher might 
'· rank as 60%. The discrepancy might be traced· .to any of a 
number of possible sources. Although the steels are nomin-







practices or slight va.riations in. chemistry. If one re- t 
J; . ----·--·--·-·····---~-, .... 
• • -- •- ·-·-· '··~-·-· --~ "• O - ••• • • • • O •, >• • , 0 • --·· •~ • U ,,.,. •• •••-• ,.,.._' .... •• 0 -c• ~ •••• • • --• • •• •••• •• • • -- •••• • -~· -- < ••• --- H••- -· O - •• •• •••,-• •- •- ··---- -----------~--~ --- • 
__ .,._, .. , __ ... --- 1; 
.... -· ........ ·-·-· ,., ······- .. --···· .... ... ... . ....... 
0 
searcher used a six-spindle screw machine, while the other 
used a single spindle machine, this could account for dif-
ferences .15 However, too much shoula not:.be made of these 
discrepancies in ratings. /This is a Ptoblem which·mignt 
never be eliminated. The point is, although the laboratory 
production test is relatively accurate, it is by no means 
t ' 
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The cutting Temperature ·Test ,,, 
4 ·-···, 
·---- ' ·~- ···- ~---S-u-rvey: of the ti· terat-ure. · -... ·-·- -~-.----- --- -. . - -
•: 
• 
-.. •· r 
--· ··-··-------· --------- ·-· ........ - ·-- ..... -·-
Befo-re going on to the cutting tempera_ture test· 
employed in this research, it is appropriate to review~ 
/ 
lj 
studies·· which. have previously been conducted in behalf of 
using temperature to measure machinabili ty. 
~he literature contains relatively little·work on the 
use of cutting temperature as, a criterion of machinability .• · 
That which has been published is of a. gene.ral nature and , 
.. I 
-~--·-·'"-~··-····--· ... , .............. ··•·· -· .. "·--··---.- ... . . . . ......... - .•.... - .... ··- .... , .... - , ... ~ ,. -···· "'""' ........... -- ... ,. ...... ---- ·····-------·-.. ········--··· - .. 
. -· •· ·:··· ., .... -- ...... --·- .. -··· -·-··· ·• . - - -· -···--· .... ··--. -···--····' ·····-·-··"· ·--······---··· .. -.~·-·-·--··------·-···------... --... ------ . · . .- . - --. ----·-·-··~ . - .. _ 
.. usually does not go into details of actual comparisons· of _ 
materials. An exception to this is contained in a paper 
by Prof. K. J. Trigger ( 32). Although his report is not 
primarily concerned with the measurement of machinability, 
data. are presented to show how certain alloy steels can 'be 
· compared. Trigger's suggestion is to use as a basis of 
comparison the cutting speed ~hich produces a certain cut-
ting temperature. His justification for this procedure lies_ .. -~ 
. a 
in the ·relationship between tool life and· temperat~re • 
.._,:-1 
--··--· --- ·- • ., •..•• - - ··--- ··-----~-
--·~-"-.. ~~=·-,=~=~·· - .~me=~-,, -----·vro+·,· · • · --·· ··----- ·-·· 
··· · · ·· · ••·· ··----- • · • • ·•· ···-··• · ·--·- ·-·· - · ··•··•· - -- • · 
., .. --·-•·•· · • ..... c.. •. ,. · • • ----------·······-···· - ••••• ·-·---------·-··--··-···--- • -----------·-· ( 
"A very common measure of machinabili ty is the tool life !! 
II 
·--·-···- . .---·----------·--·--··-----·-- ··- --·-·-
. . -- - -- -· .. -- .. --- ·- ------------------ -------·---·----·----- \:S----·········--
-------.------------~--~ · ---.----··oertwee h g1.,;;inds and 0 sJ.11ce a principal reason for tool failure ~ -
.... -·- .. , 
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is softening of the cutting surface due to h.igh local temp_er-
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. atures .at the tool-chip· interface, it is logica1·· to rate 
the machinability of a steel by comparing the. cutting 
speed 'vJhich causes a pennissible maximum cutting tempera-
· ture. ul6., Trigger uses ~or his experiments several alloy·. 
steels whose commercial machinability ratings are not 
-
-----·---·-·-·-~ --- --
readily available. However,· for those steels which are 
listed in the literaturel7, agreement between the machin-
ability rankings obtained by Trigger and those found in 
.. 
the literature is, fairly good. 
.:::.,, ...... .............. ' ... .. 
···-.' 
.1· 
~ One of the early works which is concerned specj___~ic_ally_ .. ___ ~-·-·--~··--·e--··--·--···- .. ·-··! ----------~-·:·":":.-~-----------·-.. ··-····---··-----···----·------··--····· ···~···--· .. •- .... - ·····-· ........ , ... ---····· .. -----···- ···-·-···.- ---· ........ ,..----·---··---··------- - . ' 
- ,_ 
-




~ with using cutting temperatures to rank materials is a 
.paper by Schallbroch, Schaumann and Wallichs (25). The 
..... - -· 
authors contend that with certain cutting conditions and 
work materials, the important influence on tool life is 
the wearing action. For inst-ance, the authors state that 
when cutting me_tals such as aluminum and ·copper, wear is 
...... - .. . ...... -- . - ... - --- .. ·-~- - -
- -·· 
- •-'• .... -·· ..... . 
--· - --·------------ -·-··""-- , .. .f~--- ---+--·--the · primary determinant of· tool life. With other condi-
.. -·----- -··· .tions and other work materials, cutting temperature is the 
______ .... ____________ .... ~---------.-.-------- ... --------------------------
.: .... _____ ._· - __ - . ______ ;~---K-.. -· J.---·'l']~~i-gger-, .. · "Progres·s Report· No. 1 on Tool--ch·ip _________________ .... ___ _ 
=-~.: .. ~~~::: ..... ~.-.:-=-:~~--- .... .... -·-- . . . 11 · 
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Interface·Temperatures"; Trans. AS.ME, Vol. 70 (1948),p.98 • 
. . ............. ~··--· -............ ~·-··'·-··-··---···------
For the comparisons made here, ·the source used was: 
J. Do Armour(} "Metallurgy and Machihabili ty of Steels", 
Machi11ing =, Theory and Practice, Amo Soc. -for Met·als 
,,(Cleveiand, Ohio, 1950), pp. 155, 156. 
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decisive influence· on the ·1ife of the tool~ Machining 
structural steels with high speed steel tools is given as 
an example. The reason for the distinction is that in the 




exert an important influence on the toolo The authors 
report that in the second case, when temperature is the 
important effect, a precise relatienship exists between 
tool life and cutting temperature. As they put it, " ••• 







as endured by the. tool ••• "18 This was found to be true 
. ' ............. -.,_-,,.~·--.--- .......... ·-·---· ~-----· ........ --_.......:._ __ .. ,• .. •·· - ........... --..--.-···-····-----,---~-
... r., ,., .... , •• , .,.., .. ,,.,ooW.,.,-oOWO•••• •••••••-•v"•- •·- ••• ••• "' •~•o•• ·o ••• '••••>••-,_•n•o-• •• -~ • • • • 
. - - ... - .... --~-· --·· . -, .......... ___ ... ·.--. "" ·········--· .......... ·"··- ······· -............ ,-~ ... , .................. ., ..... ······ 
" ••• both with application of different materials to be . ~ 
machined and different conditions of cutting. 1119 Because 
•, 
of this close correlation between tool life and cutting 
temperature, it -is concluded that temperature can be used 
' 
. as a measure of machinability when cutting temperatures are 
above about 900~F. Below this level, it is felt that tool 
- ~ . ·- -· . - - -· -- .. . -· .... . - - .. . .... . ... - -·. .. __ _,,.. .. --- . ·-·· -- . --· - -
-.-~ .. ' ..... J ...... --·------..... ~··--. ·~-·---~ ..... ·---·=-----···- ..... ·--·-· ·-·---·--··--··- -···-.-·-·- -~--;- __ ._ ___ , _,..;_:;::::.; .. ,,.-............... -.-----·- -., ... . 
·--------·------------ ---· .' -.a---· , .• - ___. .. --~--.... ---- ·- ........... _ ...... _ _,. .. ,_, ___ -·-· .... ···-·-···-· ~--·--·-
_________ ... ___________________________________________________ _ 
18 H. Schallbroch, et al, "Testing for Machinabi·lity by 
__ -.::.:c::.-.::-.::::::-:::--- .. -· .. =--~ -·=-c:=c:.:_Mea·surir1g· Cutting .... Temt,era·t·ure. and Tool t-Jear·11 ; ,iortrage ·----··-~---.'"(~· -----------···· 
der Dei;rts_t;hen Gesells·chaft fur Metallkunde ( 1938), 
· · tr· ans lated b,, Henry· n"""ut,..i....er p 8 · ·------- ---·-·-------·-··-· .. ----- ·-··-------·-----------------"-"---··-.. ·--·--··"· --------· ···-··""' ... . .. . ... . . . ..... ;;l'. . . . .. ... . J:)".&.· .... . ,._.1,-1 ... , ....•.. ,. ·•··· ..... 
~ 19 li Ibid., p. 8 ' _.. ____ . 
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In a paper _by. o. Peters ( 22), research is rep9rted. ... -~ -~-
i'' . 
which examines the effecc of several machining variables 
'<> ,J - -- • -w· - •• -~• -•• ~ ----•·:·--------·-· -
on temperature with a view toward deriving· a criterion-for 
- - .... :-·-·· 
. . 
machinability.· Several of the results are-worthy of mention 
. . ' 
here. First of all, Peters concludes that cutting speed has 
a .far greater influence on temperature than feed or depth of 
qut. Depth of. cut has an effect on temperature until. it 
reaches a certain value. A further increase above this 
value (about 0.040 inches is the threshold value mentioned 
by Peters) has little or no effect on cutting temperature. 
'· 
Feed l).as a muq_h __ more significant influence on temperature 
that of speed. Peters observed further that the higher the 
speed, the less effect feed and depth of cut have on temper-
ature. ·~ 
As a criterion of machinability, an equation is derived 
, " 
'. 
which is based on the exponential relationship between temp-
.. . ·····-· ······--····· ... ~ .... .. ......... _ .............. ,- .. , ....... , ... . . ....... --......................... ····- ·•··· ....... . 
e:r_a tu_);e_, __ and_ ~peed: 
T - cvE 
. . 
-~=-:::.~··-::.~=-:~'.=----·.::~~- ~--~_._-==-=::=--:-.:;,.-.where: ·=-T--and::-~=V----are - tempera-tu re and speed,--~ -respectively, - c is 
·---c·--~~-· --'-------- __ a_, ___ C_Qn.s.t.a_n_t,. _____ and ... _ E ....... is ...... a n ..... expone n t __ whose ........ va_lq e ___ t_ake s _ .. ___ iI\ to___________ ·--·-,-. __ -~_,.,....,.._~. ··---·--·· 
account cutting conditions and work material. 
. .•. I', I. 
\ • i 
-·--- ---· - -- ---·- -·- -
-- ~-·· ·--- - ·--
.. - ···-- ·~-·--·-· -
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change of E with respect to a change- in cutting conditions 
and uses this as a measure of a steel's relative machin-
ability. 
The three· studies reviewed- in this discussion all use 
_, 
the tool-chip the:anocouple method for measuring cutting· 
temperatures. Another paper by Schmidt, Gilbert and Boston 
I 
(26) reports .how calorimetric methods were employed to 
measure machinability, but the testing procedure was awkward, 
and limited with respect to the type of machining operations 
which could be employed. 
--' 
--'-'-'-------~ .. -- ___ .-._ .. _,,._, __ ,,.-,. ...... •·-······---- .... ·-·>·-····· -···-··-·-··-·-·· .. ·-·----···-·--······----··--·~-------·------ ·•--·- ----·~---··-·~··-·---·-····-- ............ , _________ ......... L ____________ ~__.. .... 1.__;;...LI. _ ___. ~-~--·--- -~~·-.:.- ... ~· --~------:--.:...:...--.....c;........---~- ·---
. ___ --,---.--.. ·-
Th~oretical Considerations 
The object of the following discussion, is to examine 
the theoretical framework which justifies the use of cutting 




···-- -··· ... · ..... · _, ........... - - .... 
steel. 
_. The cutting, tempera tu.re test has for its ratiopal basis 




__ -_ :the machining..._ of a metal is a function of the energy_ required.--.-~-~------ __ ! 
in the cutting process. It is well established in the liter-
ature 20 
' ' ... , .... , ............ ··-··-·--·---~------~-------.. ii 
. t 
that approximately 98% of the e~~rgy expended in the 
--...---- - -----» c:=a,c::i=III OIIDE:fl ca=:,cs::n-.:::c:it-=t- ------------------ - .... __ .... ---- t:=:la::ail-~ .,... ____ -------
... ·- ·------
--20 For example 0 Ro G.o Brierly and H. J. Sieckman, Machining 
Principles and Cost Control (New York, ,1964}, p. 62. 
,· 
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aut·ting operation. is -con·verted- into he-at. There are two · ~ · . 
' 
. --,-
- -. . ' . '. 
main sources of heat, as illustrated in Figure 1 .• 




.. . ~ . ., -•. 
workpiece 





Figure 1: ~e Two Principal Heat Sources in the Cutti~g Process 
The principal heat source is the shear zone where the work 
' 
·material· is deformed to produce the chip. The other heat 
f 
source is the tool-chip· interface where heat is produced --···- -·-·-·· ----··-·-·-- --- ---.- ·-· -- -
; 
(·' 
•- ---·~•••.>••:•••-m•••••"'" •··-·-·--•-·-•••"••·••"•••- • ••••••••••- --
.4~-~ to·siid.4"t1g .. friction ene~gy! ."In genergl, the friction. 
-.-- . 
·--·-··.--··-------.-.energy is. found to be abeut 1/3 the shear energy in a turn-
, 21 ing operation. " 
~---·--~--------"--•---=- . -- ·- - --
-·- -------=-- - -- -, 
• • ..:. I • ~ 
· It is reasonable to believe that the diffic~lty involyed 
·O ! .. · 
'· 
::·· • . 
-------·1 






, Shaw, Milton.c., Met~l cutt.ing .. Principles, 3rd Ed., 
' (Cambridge, Mass., 1954), p. 3-·16. · ~ 
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; ... produced at both the· shear zone and the tool-ohip inter-
... 
' ' 
. -face. The heat produced at the shear zone is a measure of 
. .. ____ ···.·.~--· --------~-·. --·-- -··---~---· -··--···. --- ·-----· --- . ----· -- .. 
" 
' 
. the material O s resistance to deformation and takes into-
account such properties as the material's hardness, strength-
' 
and strain hardenability. The heat produced at the tool-
chip interface is due to sliding friction. Thus, the co-
efficient of friction between chip and tool or the tendency 
for the chip to weld to the tool face are important charac-
teristics at this heat source. 
~ A distinct-ion must be made between temperature, which 
·=-- ... ~ • • :-·-- ------------ •• -T•-~-- -- • ••- __ .._ _______ _ 
is the quantity measured in this experiment, ·and heat, 
which is used to justify the cutting temperature test. 
'"' 
-Heat is considered to be the transfer of energy as a result 
of a temperature difference ( 37) • Internal energy is the- · .. 
summation of the amount of kinetic and potential energy of 
the molecules in the body ( 37}. Temperature is an index 
of-' the ·1evel of stored internal energy in the body ( 37). 
-------~-• -····------
-• - .... - o• ••·•--· _,w:_, .. ..,__:. • .------~,,o--·••-•-••·•·-••• •-••·····'··-·--·· '•• -,• ;' • • 
·r. 
With respect to the present ·experiment, this distinction 
implies that temperature may not give an accurat(:! _ indica-
-
. 
-- -- -- ·------
-
-
.. . . -- . ··-. -
______ :-.::.:::.~!::=" ..• __ .:·:..7:~-.:::·_:=;:_;:. __________ ----· ---- - .. - --- --- --- - --·- - - ··----
.. 
.. 
ti·on of the relative amounts. of heat produced- at the two 
............. -,.~---· ............ ···-·- '----~· .' ..•••. ,- ... ---··-··"':-···"-···· .. --.-·····---·-·-····-·--· -··--~··••'-<t;.:i;;:,- ... .- .••.•.. ,. •• -···· .,-•• 
··---··-··-.-- -·-·--~·--· --...... ~ ·····-·"··--·---·~····--·----··-. ____ __._._. ____________ ~~40~.,~··· 
. . 
. '.. •.. . .. -··· ...•. ! ., .. - . ~· .... ... .. . .. ---------·---...-4-~.,..._...._.... ,,-~---····-----·-·· -- ~,, .. _ ...... -·- -·· -
·In fact, this is true.· Where·as the energy 
- .. --·· ------
energy sources. 
involved in plastic deformatio·n at the shear zone is about 
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• 
rise in.temperature at the tool-chip interface, which 
· results from the shear process, is roughly equal to the 
.rise in temperature resulting from the friction heat. 
The reason for this effect is that although the amount of 
·'l 
thennal energy is much grea~er, the amount of energy which 
is transferred to the tool-chip interface is roughly equal 
· to the energy produced at the i~terface by friction. This 
point is iilustrated by us~ of an·example which appears in 
a paper by Trigger. and Chao (34). The paper derives a 
method for calculating the shear zone temperatu~e and the 
.... 
. i 
• ·' . 
. .. : .......... ·············. - .• -.-- •..•. -· .................................. - .. - •. - ·- ",! ·---·· .... - - ....... ,. ...... - - .......•..... - ........ -- ..... . ... , ... •··· --- ......... ···-···-·--·--···---- - -~---------~-----~--w----··-· -· ----·••··..,.. -"••••·•·•·• ••• ''·•·•••·•••• '• -·- ' 
·a. 
temperature rise due to chip-sliding. The calculated temp-
eratures are reproduced below. Given that ambient tempera-
ture equals 65°F., the. rise- in temperature due to deforma-
tion at the shear zone, under the cutting conditions given 
in Appendix D, is calculated to be 683°F., while the rise 
-in temperature due to tool-chip sliding is equal to 626°F • 
..... 
The total temperature, therefore, equals 
- ·---··--· --·-- . ---- ---------·---~- T =- 65 + 683 + 626 = 1374°F. 
made under the same c_ondi tions with cl tool:-chip thermoc·ouple, 
~. 
. -····-·-·-------.~-- ..... ·--




the temperature was found to equal 1300°F. The calculated 
I 
, . 
. val·ue is slightly higher because heat losses were not ac-
.counted .for •. 
-· --
'ft.'., 
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The corresponding speci fie energies are .. computed in 
G .. 
Appendix D for the ideritic~ cuttin~ conditions used to cal-
culate temperatures in the Trigger and Chao paper. The speci-
. 
fie energies calbulated for the shear zbn~ and tool-chip in-
·terface f~iction are'290,000 and 82,000 in.-lb./in~ 3 , respec-
t.ively. 
These calculated temperatures and specific energies are 
summarized in the table below . 
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. 52% 290 ksi 78% 










82 ksi_ 22% 
-- t·-1 ... 
· 372 ksi 100% 
• I 
l These ±elative percehtages can be expected to vary~ 
somewhat according to·cutting conditions. Figure 2 is 
reproduced from the Trigger and Chao paper and shows ·the 
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amounts of energies is slight. As stated before, the . 
· friction energy remains at about 1/3 the shear energy in 
a turni~g operation. 
. . .. . 
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'l'emperature 1 .. 
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1 oo 200 ;oo 4oo 500 6oo 
Cutting Speed, sfpm 
Temper~ture of chip body due to main chip shear 
Temperature·· rise due to tool-chip sliding 
Cutting temperature as calculated 
9tttting temperature measured by too,1-chip .thennoc.ouple _____ . _____ ,_ ---- ---
.,~ ... 
·-·,-· ··---.·-,-~ . - ---''·-·' 
------- -- ·-·---···--··-···-·-·- - . -·-- ------·--·--~·····---------··•-,···--·-·--·------·--· -·----- . ----·--- ----·---~ - - - . -- ······--••······-- ·- .. . . The foregoing ta.OlE! Sh6Ws that, although the shear zone 
• q 
---·--~·-----------
. .. ··-··············-cc,-······-·····--------·········--~- ------
--~--~--J;"espan-sib le·- ·£:o·r ···th·e·~·bu·lk ··of· the ·thermal· energy, its con-__ , ___ _ 
tribution to· the temperature rise at the tool-chip interface 
' 
- iS only about equal to that of friction. The significance 
. --- ---- - - --- __ '\.__ -- -- -- ·------· 
























of this fact, from the point of view of energy consumption, 
i~ that the value of the tool-chip interface temperature 
.., 
,,, 
tends to weight the effect of tool-chip friction more 
. . 
heavily than the effect·of deformation· at the shear zone. 
Whether this phenomenon is beneficial for the purp,J()Ses 
of measuring machinability -is a matter _open to speculation. 
In as much as tool-chip friction has such a significant 
influence on the cratering of the. tool face, especially when 
··cutting ste~ls at moderate to high speeds, and since tool 
life is such an important factor economically,_ then the 
-·- --- ------·-· --~-------: ·---: .. - ·-·-· .. ··-· ... ··-·-· -- - -· ....... ·····--- - . ·-·· ·- ··- ··-,. 
.. 
. -·· :.•.-; .. ·-
,. 
weighting of the interface friction energy by the tool-chip 
thermocouple is an advantage. As to-whether the thermo-
couple measurement weigh~s the friction in the proper amount, 
this is a question which, at le~st as .a first step, must be 
settled on an empirical basis. It is the purpose of this 
investigation to evaluate whether cutting temperature can 
be used reliably to measure the machinability of a steel • 
"""'" 
. - --
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• Intr6du6tion and Discussion 
, .. 
·., 
"There ~i's no standardized test- procedure for measur-
ing machinability by use of cutting temperatures. The 
procedure followed in the present research was to measure 
the tool-chip interface .temperature £.or· a variety of steels 
under experimentally constant conditions in a turning 
operation. In selecting the cutting conditions, an attempt 
..,/ 
was made., within the limitations imposed by the experimental 
. ' . . 
-· . -··· 
.;. ,~ •·. ':" . 
'. -b·.·. ' ~'' 
·, 
-----------------------~-- ·----------·- - -






set-up, to approximate conditions which might be used in a 
regular machine shop. 
The· technique employed to measure cut~ing tempera'tures 
is the tool-chip thermocouple, which was first introduced 
by Herbert (13) and K. Gottwein. This method indicates 
the average .temperature at the interface between ·tool and· 
chip. A diagram of the experimental set-up is given in 
Figure 3. 
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~--- Tool-Chip Thermocouple lead 
,. 
---- ·-·--- .... --- ----
--- ---------.----- ~ -- . - - - - ----~-----~--- __ ................ .cc:-"'=----~___.... ....... , __ ____...,...._ ___ ,,~----·----· ...... ..__.;.,.......--_ .. --·:-.,:.:. -
-- -·--· ...... ______ l 
' 
( Associated with the use of the tool-chip thermocouple 
. 
are several possible sources of error. It is appropriate 
at this time to consider these possible error~ and to report 
what steps were taken in this investigation to minimize their 
. effects. 
... 
1. -Parasitic emf- generated at the junction between the Ii 
tool and the lead which connects the tool with the potentio-
-- ----- ,--·---·-- ·-··- . __ ,, 
.meter. ~-- If the lead is a differen-t; .. mcl1:~~~ai. __ tnan_ th.e. tool_,_, _____ ,.,~-- __ --.. ~~------------------....... , - ' . -··· ., ......... . --'---·· ,..- .... -........... · _ _,_,_, . . ... , ...... ·-········· .... - ._ .. ···-····· ··.·--···--·- ····-· 
-----· =-,-~- .. ~---;-...... -,•. ,.-- .. ~ .. 
then, during operation when the tool insert heats up, the 
junction between tool and lead will act as a secondary thermo-
couple. ; Tll_is will introduce an error into the tool-chip 
..... ----- ,--
------------------------~---.. -------,---------·-· .. -·-·-" 
' - .. 
r 
. ·" . 
. , 
\' 
- - ·-----------···- ·-,,-··· - --- .. - ----·· 
... --- ., ... ··-- ·•··· -~-·--·,••·. -· -- -- .... ....... - . 
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. ' 
-·--·-·--·-· -- ---· -----
. the rmoc oup le reading at· ·the ·poten.tiometEir~ ·1n .an eJCPeriment 
described by D •. R. Olbe.rts ( 21), conducted to test the magni-
. 1.' 
( 
tude of this emf where small differences in material were 
suspected ( The carb.ide rod used as a lead was suspected of 
having come from a different manufacturing batch and was, 
therefore, of different chemical composition than the car-
bide tool insert), the junctiqn was heated to about~270°F., 
wnich caused an error in the measured temperature of up to 
(' 
To safeguard against the parasitic emf error in this 
research, the inserts and contact rods were made out of the 
1 
• •" - ···-·•••-·-··----- 0 ---r·.:-·, 
. , I 
.... ' I 
), 
--·--·--~--:---·~-_same exact .b.a.tch o.f .. materia.1 .•..... -····----··-·---······--· .. ·····-·. ·· - ·· · · · ·---·······- ..... ·. -~-------· ... - · · ·-··· ·· 
2. variations in chemical compositio~ in tool and· 
work material between calibration and operation. The mater-
ials used during-measurement by the tool-chip thermocouple 
must be of the same composition as those used for calibra- ¢ , .. 
tion. In the case of tool materials, those pirces .used 
dJ'ring calibration were of identical composition as the 
to.ol inserts because they came from the identical batch of 
- ·- ... ' - -- .. - .. -- -·-·· - -· ·-··-- - ----··-·- - -· ·- ·--· --· -···-------···· -----·----·. ·--·· ----·--···-·---·------.. ·•·--·--· -
material. In the case of work materials, the chips used 
...... • 
4, •••• -··- _ _, ______ .,. ____ _ 











testing wherever possible 0 but in a few cases, chips for 
cal.ibration were from the same· "heat" as the steel tested • 
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Another fact pertaining to the work material- which ha-s- ·---·-- · 
caused some concern ,among workers is the differe11.ce .in_ 
stress state and degree of work hardening between the chip 
_used for calib~ation and the work material during testing. 
·1n an experiment designed to test this effect, it was shown 
" ••• ~conclusively, that the state of stress and the degree 
of cold work of the specimen cut have a negligible ~ffect 
upon its thennoelectric characteristics." 23 
3. Effect of built-up edge. A built-up edge of any 
-
magnitude on the tool will serve to reduce the measured 
-···-··-···-·-·· -··--·-··-· .... - -····· ·-·-·--·-. -
-· ....... -- ........ ·- .. ··- ·- ... ---- - - --.. ·-··--··· ...... -·· --- . -··· - ·----. ---- -- --··-···- --- ----· ····----.---· . - -- . ··- .... - -- .. 
. '\ 
tempe.rature because some of the parallel electrical junc-
. 
. tions which make .up the thennocouple are removed from the 
heat source. This error is not considered to be of great 
magnitude but it depends on the size of the built-up edge • 
By properly choosing cutting conditions, the BUE can be 
'\ 
... minimized, but with such a variety of steels as were tested 
- - ---- ----·------ --- - in this investigation it is difficult to choose conditions 
.. wbich will eliminate. the error for all materials. In quite 
a few cases, a small built-up edge was observed on the tool 
. - -·· ,. ·-··-·· .. 
. <' 
,--······ -- ---- ---,-····- ··-·-,···-·-·-· .. 
. . ·: -~ - .... ··---~ . 
. ... ·-·--···· ..... --· ....... ----···- ............. --·-·-··· .............. _ ................... _ ........ -·······".. ... . . . ............................................. -···-"··- ... ···-.-...... • -···-· . _-,~ '-C.-, ·--·--·---····" ....... .. a f'tiir' ii ___ c·u1:·-~--------··-·rrhe·· ·e-rror in traduced by this was considered 
_,, _________ ,,,_ --
. 
. . 
__________________________ .... ____________________ ... _ ... ______________ _ 
•·. ,. 
23 M. Co Shaw, et al, "The Effect of the Cutting Fluid ' 
Upon Chip-Tool Interface Temperature", Trans. ASME 
( 19 5 1 ) , p • 4 7 • · ------ ---·- ------ --
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. : ,. ' 
--- - ·- 4. Elec·trical effect of chip force on tool face. 
. ,· 
,-
sidered to cause no observable electrical effect. 
5. Electrical effect. of chip deformation. This was 
also investigated by Trigger (32) and the error· was found 
to be very slight. 
6. Triboelectric effect due to friction of the steel 
rubbing against the tool. An experiment was conducted by 
Trigger (32) to test this effect and it was found that the 
triboelectric effect was.<negligible and ·in tbe opposite 
direction as the chip deformation effect. Thus, the two 
. - - -
. . 
- .. ···-··-··--······ . . -·--· - ·----~ 
----·· - .•...... --··· ···-- ··---~--~-·-----···--- - . - ---- ,-e.·--·--·- ··--·-··--------------·· ----- - - - - - - -- -- - - - - -
. 
errors tended to. cancel out. 
-------- - ---·-·· -·---- ·-----------
------·---· ~ - . - - - -· .. -. 
. 
. 
----· 7. Temperature gradient along· the points of con·taet 
of the tool-chip thermocouple. The temperature at the 
·" tool-chip inter-face has been found to vary by several 
hundred degrees from point to point along its area. Because 
- - - - ·- - - - - .- -· ~ ·- - -
,. 
the tool-chip thermocouple is actually composed of many 
' 
--- . --·---~~ ---·-·- re- • thennocouplesr· in parallel ( wherever the tool and chip are 
in contact along i:'he interface), the emf measured is an 
•• • 
- ----•••••-••••-•-Ao• • •••••-••-• --•-.M•-••••••·•••••·-"• 
··- -· .. - ·- ' 
. . . -- . - - - . -- - - --- - -· .. ~ - .. ·- ·-- -,. .. - ··-- ...... ·-~ ·--·. -··-· - . - . - - - - ----'---------·-- -
average of all of these points of contact. This· averaging 
. ··-··· - --······ . ... . . --- -~-· •-;·-----•-<-·-···,···--~r-_..._ __ .. _ __._.. ....................... -.-,-----~--.-----··-·---· ·-•·t-•-----··-- - - ·,-··· "'/;~-- .... ····· --. .•... ·-···- •···· "''" ··-·· - .... _.,. .. . . - . 
.,. 
. _. I 
is a characteristic of the tool-chip thermocouple and is 
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a. The dissimilarity of temperature gradients_ during 
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9. The effect of allotropic transformation in work 
and tool material on temperature measurement. Steel under~ 
goes a change in its crystallin~ structure· from ferti te to 
austenite at about 1333°F., depending on its composition. 
This transformation is dependent on_ time as well as temp-
erature and, in as much as the cutting process causes the 
chip to be heated for a relatively short time, the trans-
·formation probably does not occur. During cal_ibration, 
\ 
however, the time at high temperature is sufficient for the 
allotropic change to take place. As a result, when convert-
ing the emf readings to.temperature readings by use of the 
calibration curves, it is possible that an error would be 
, 
introduced because of a probable difference in thermoelec-
.J 
tric prop~rties bet~een ferrite and austenite. To minimize 
;i-
· this source of .error, the cutting conditions were established 
--.-. 
··--·-··-··--····-------·--·---·-···----·-----·-·---·····- ... ··-···--·-----·····-······-·-······- -··--- ····-· -·-····-····-·· ., . - .. - .... , ······· ····-·•·-· ---·--· ···-··· 




10. The effect of experimental variation in the cali-
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_ f!xperimenta~ error- can never be eliminated in· a measure-
ment of this sort, it is b~.lieved that i·ts 'effect was-~---
- -----
------ -- ----
··--·--··-·--····. -· ----· .. - . . 
-· -··-· ········--·-·- ·-·----~- .. _____ .--....,._. __________ ,_ -- .. 
.. 
minimized through·the procedure followed in this research. 
For materials which ~efe considered to :Pe nearly equal in 
"--~--- ---· ....... ~•-·····-·-•••·- •• -- -
I ~ terms of machinability, the calibrations were all carried 
out at the same time by use of a multiple-point r~cording 
· potentiometer. (A full description of the calibration 
-----------,- .---- _· -·. ------~--pro.aedure is ·presented later in this section.) A·fiy errors 
f ,. 
·~, 
in measurement would have tended to af.fect the calibration 
curves for these materials in the same way, thereby increas-
ing the accuracy and reliability of any temperature compari-
sons between materials. 
' -
,I 
--~-- .. _ ..... :.-1,--- .. I_, ,,b ..... 
Selection of variables 
Work Materials. Nine different grades of steel were selected 
for this study, with the idea of providing a ,fairly wide 
-rarige of machinability. r· -···-·-. . .. The steels used·were: 
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- cold dravJn 
~ _ Cl022 
- hot rolled_ 
·------···-------."··--· .. · .. - [ .· '.: . . -. ·. --. ' - -------- ~ . ·-· .... -·-:--·-----1- -------:::::-:--·-·-:-:::-:~-:---:-~::-::-:.::~--.. --- . - . . . ... . . . . . . . C l O 4 0 
-
hot rolled 
' Cl141 - ·hot rolled 
-__..,....,~~~--'---..,...-. ·· ~-·---------~-·-··-- ··c-1144 . . - - - ....... ----- ----·-- --·- - --· -~-----··. - ----· - ·-,,___ _____________ . ._ -· --~-------·-hcYt ·rolled· 
4140 - annealed and cold drawn 
' ,_,; ..... -· - . 0-,:-,-- - --- __ % ____ -- ~ -
----r---- - --- .. 
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The chemistry and mechanical properties of the actual /., I 
. . - . - . ··--··---. --~-----·-·--·--·-, : . • ..... ·- • ~> . . . 




- ·- . -- - - - .. --
-·--.-······----' - - . --
- - -----. -··- -·-·- -----.- ...... - - . . -
'--------------- - -------·---- - -
from .c·l2Ll3, which- is .Probably .the most easily machinable 
.. 
machine steel. About midway between these two extremes~is 
Cl212, which is used in this experiment as the. standar·d or 
base material for comparison purposes.··-·- _I._t_s machinability 
rating, therefore,· is taken as 100%. 
The first four steels in the list were obtained in 
1-1/4 inch diameters, while the remaining five were obtained 
.in about 1-1/2 inch diameters. This is mentioned because. 
of its effect on the design of the experiment, which will 
be discussed later. 
Tools. Two tool materials were used in the experiment: 
- .. : .... :.-~-- - . 
·I)_ - .. 
Tl5 High Speed Steel~ Latrobe Steel Company 
designation 11 Electrite Dynavan XL" , 
WA-6 (Tungsten Carbide) - Walmet Corp. 
(Indus·try designation C-6) 
The high speed steel was obt~-ined from the manufactur-
~ 
er in two leng}hs {.510 in. x .510 in. x 2 ft.), both frOin 
---'-~--~·-.the .... same .... ma.nu£a.ctur.:ing .. ba.tch--.. -- - -It -wa-s -·cut. : .. in.to ... --in-serts-- --··---------------·----~---·-·-.·-····· 
prior to heat treatment and these were subsequently ground 
to a thickness of .187 in. by· • 500. in. square. Final hard-
-- ·-~------~------ ---~~-· 
. ~ . 
' \ 
, ' , . . . . . I . . , .· . .. . , . : • l . ...:c i 




' ~, • 




. ' .. .. 
. ··········.""' 
. ness was approxa.mately Rockwell C6~~ Th~. compos'ition and.' 
, ... ·-\ 





. ~--~-----~--- - ----
4. 
. . . 
heat treatment of the· ste.el is give~. in Appendix A2·. 
' 
The_ tungsten carbide was .. obtained in ·inserts 0£ 
. ( 
dimensions .187 · in. by • 500 in. square. ·Rods used for 
manufacturing batch of material as the inserts. This was 
to minimize possible'errors, as explained previously. 
The nominal . composition of 'Walmet • s WA-6 Grade C~bide 
I 
.J.S: 
Tungsten Carbide - 82% 
Titanium Carbide - 8% 
Cobalt - 10% 
The hardness is listed by the manufacturer as Rockwell 
• 
A91.2. 
. ..... , 
. .. ; -~ 
. ;. '1 
.--;-.·:-:--•:_ -··--.-~:-"···-==·• -~ .. , .. __ ._._--.----:,:-.,--;-._ ..... -~;:-:-•_ ·----.- ·---~----·-.. --- ·c _____ .T ·-_ - _____ -:;---_-- .·--:-:-- ...... - ..... .:..-:-__ -- -·------------~"':~. -;--·-:----:":".::-=::- . 
The tool geometr.y for the high speed steel tools (as 
mounted in tool holder) was: 0, 6, 11, 5, 15, 15, 3/64. 
The geometry of the carbide tools was: -5, -5, 5,. 5, 15, 
15,-_-3/64. 
E·quiEment anq Instrumentation;· - A -1ist of the equipment 
and instrumentation used in the experiment is given in 
Appendix A3. 
·II 
~~------------· -------,-~_....__ ....... v----·•···-· ... , ... -- --··· ··--· .. , _ ... ~ _ ..... ·-·-··--··--····-··- ·---~--~---r------t-- _______ .__i..-...., •• ,,. ________ .~-......... _ .... __. ......... -~-·· .. ·'--.~..-. •.• __,. .. ,.·,. - ·-·--·····-· --·,-.. ---• ..,.,..., .. ---~--··• .. ~----·- -----,---------~ .... ~~~----~-----·----·---···----·--·----'--"..___ ___ -~ ........ __ .... . 
Dependent Variables Measureg. The dependent variable ot 
chief interest in this study is,. of course, cutting temp-
.. 
I I', 
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erature. However .. , as a basis for comparison, tool fiank· 




The surface finish of a turned· part~is usually meas- ' -
' 
. . ured in a direction parallel to the axis of the part. ·-.~·-· --· -· -
- --- -- ._.,..... -
_,, 
------.. -·-· ---·----,-~--~---
- --··-·--------- ---- ------
_, ______ --- --
-- ·------ -··--···-··-· -----------.. ···--·--· 
- - -- ----- ---Thus, the -· measurement takes into account not only the 
effect of the work material, but also the effect.of.the 
geometry of the cut, specifically, feed and nose radius. 
,-
-- ---- - --·--- •, -·--··---- -
<I" 
"' 
--- - ~- - - -- -- -- In an attempt to, elimin~te -·these· latter.,_ ... effects and -measure 
only the influence of work material on surface roughness, 
.. 
the measurement was made· in a circumferential direction. 
----------------------- ·, ______ - -----;--
This was accomplished by rot·ating the work specimen at a 
very slow speed (so that the surface speed of the work was 
-. -. ---~---- ---
.. 
;~ \_ - - - -
equal to that sp_~cified fo_; __ taking _surface finish measure---~ ~~ ---------~---------------
,.. ,., 
·- -·. - - --- .. 
ments) and by letting the Profilometer stylus ride in ~he 
p 
feed groove·as the work revolved.; The set-up for taking 
the measurement is illustrated in Figure 4. The stylus is 
made -to ride __ in the feed groove by engaging the feed at 
the same rate as that used in the actual cut. Finish 
n 
.measurements taken this way are, of course, smaller than 
, 
- ~----·-··- ··.---~.- .. ·- -~ -
---·--····'····-·--- -------·-·--··--~--~ - . ··-·-·---··-·- . - ----·-·--- -- ...... -· finish ·readings taken in the usual longitudinal direction. 
~ • • - I 
- . 
- . - - - --- .. ~ 
-'-------· --~---······#"'•······ 
-~---·----.._•---~--:··-··---"""_"_., __ •••••-"•-••••-•--••·•·-···--·----··•~-----_..:_•-~,----,., l.-,.-•l•-••·-~·-- .. ..i.-•~•,•• •••·•------•~ -~--·-•• -··• •--~-·.-·'-- •· ~ 0.. I ' -
. --------------------------..----·-·· _____________ ,. 
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. . ..... 
·---·---- _______ .. _______ ------
·---------
--'-----.--- ------,------ ---·---·-------· ···----;----·.-- ~-- __________ ..... __________ . . - .. - -
. ·. .. . ....·· -· 
. ... ..... ;..;_ ..... 
stylus 
~-.-: .. ,·-------:----·- ····-····- --·······-····· ---·- ---····· -- ' .. 
Profilometer arm is at-. 
tached to stand t1hich is 
f'astened to lathe cross-
slide9 thus allowing 
stylus to be fed as the 
workpiece rotates. 
~---. --~----~- _,_ _ -..!:::s::::z::::1::s::::z:::__ _____ , ______ •,--·---·-·,---, ... - --~~------~----~-----·-----~~ 
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Figure 4: Experimental Setup for Measuring Surface Finish 
cutting conditions. The cutting conditions were selected· 
-- ------·---- _. ----------w-ith--t-he though-t -of choosing condi t·ions which might be 
found in a productiqn shop. This was subject to the 
--'-· . ------ -
restriction of exper~mental standardization. For instance,· 
the 4140 ACD steel would not be cut at the speeds which 
could be used on Cl2Ll3 under normal shop circumstances. 
However, in t~is experiment they were run under identical 
conditions, so that a comparison could be made without 
introducing other factors. 
· _ . the tungsten carbide tools we:re. .. a$ _ follow_s: · ______ ---·--· .. -·----------·--·---·------. ··-- _ ------~---···---~----------~- ........ --•--~-~--·-~...it-·--------·--.... -------·---·-··----·- ·-- --··-·----··- .... ·- ··-· ... . ,, . . ... . ··- -·-- -----··· 
"'1..--~-- •••• 
--·----· 




--- - -~ -
. -- ---- -
Speed 
Feed 
Depth of Cut 
Time of Cut 
- 400 sfpm 
o. 0056 . - 1pr 
o.oso • - in. 
- 1.5 minutes 
.., f.-rfr" 
' 
-- -- . - ------
. --- -
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- -· - -
-
- --- - -- --· ------- -·---···· -- ... ---
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' -----··------- . ·---- . ·~·-····· ,- - . ·_ 
- -----~-- -- - ~------- - -----··-----· -- ~ . . ----. 
-· .. ·- ... ------- - - - - ------~- ·- -- - -
' . 
·1-., 
!t'°""•, Two. setf:\ of conditions were used for the · cuts made 
... 
with the HSS tools: 
/ 
Condit ion l: 
Speed 
·--· -·--- . -- Feed 
Condition 2: 
Depth of Cut 
Time of Cut 
Speed 
Feed 
-· -- . 175 sfpm 

















·-~ . ' 
.... "' ' 
.·. ·~ . 
---~-
--- ---·· --. ; i 
Depth of Cut 
.Time of Cut =, 1.5 minutes 
, Design of the ·Experiment 
· factorial exp~_riment. There were nine work materials, two 
~----··-··- - -- - . 
----· .~-· 
• types of tools, and three sets of cutting conditions nested 
within th'e two tools. One set of conditions was used for 
the WC tooling, and two sets of.conditions were used with 
the HSS tools. Six replications were run for the vJC tools 
and three replic_atio,ns for each of the two conditions under 
. . 




~:-~-- ---·--··--··--····-~------- -·-, --··-·---medel:- ·for ·the · experi-inent - is:··------···· ···· ··· · · · · · · ··- ------------·· ·-· ---·---------··--- ... ----------- _____ .. ____ ._ 
· -·- ·--- ·- - --.-·---· -·- where 
- - . ~ 
·-· '· 
~,d~-~·-··-··· _ .... -. -- -----
,. ~~ .. ·----···-·-··--
-
·' -;'."i - . ,.,. -
Wi represents work material: i = 1, 2, •••• 9 Tj represents tools: j =.l, 2 
Ck { j) repre·sents cutting conditions: 
·8m(ijk) represents random error:·· m = 
· · when k = l; m = 1, 2 , 3 when 
. 
k = 1., 2, 3 
1, 2, .•••• 6 
k = 1, 2 
..... 
~--------~-- -- -- ---- -
- ·-. 
. .-------~~~- -.----,,-. -, ,-·-•» ------- - ,------ .... ~--- •. - - -- -- --- - -- -- .......---~---. - ~--,-"'. -· . .. ' _,.,__ ----------·-- - ------' 
..... ~ ~--·, , _____ --~- - -- - ------ .. 
. ,i., .. 
- .,.· ' 
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.· -
____ ,,.,. ____ ----- -- -- -----
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Th.e 27 subsamples were . as·· follows: 
-
. ~---- .. -- --· 
W1 Tl C!(l) W1 T2 C2(2) W1 T2 C3(2) 
• ' ,. 
... _ ... ----·-
. ··-------~-----.----------~--------·· - --·- - . 
- . -- ·-·- - . ---- -· . 
'·- I 
-
w2: Tl Cl(l) W2 T2 C2(2) W2 T2 C3(2) 
, . 
• • • 
-~~- ------,-·-·· -·---~· --
• ---------··--·-.------ ... -· ~-~· ···- ·-· --.---------- . -- .. ·· .. -- ' -
• • • 
The reason for this somewhat irregular design was to 
---- ·--. - --·--- .... --···---·---------···- ~- - .. --·-- - ·---------
try to determine an accurate measurement of temperature 
with the tungsten carbide tooling (six replications) for 
'*'' use in establishing a machinability ranking. It was also 
w 
------·---·- - desired ~"Ee-- invest-:ig-a-t-e---th-e--variabili ty 9f these rankings 
. ii 
i 
____ ·.... ... __ ~~he~ different c~tting1 conditions and t~~ls were used. ____ : __________________ -----I 
This is why two conditions were u-sed for the high speed 
Unfortunately·, the experiment was further complicated 
by the different work diameters and the fact that some of 
the work bars were cold drawn, while others were not. 
, .. - .... -.. ~ ·--·~--·· .... ··--·······-~-·- ·- -··-· - ....... _ ... -· "'... ---,--··- ···- ·-~,-- ... -~- ··········-····- - . -·-··--·-····-----·----·~---·····--·-·.._,.,,...., ___ .. _ . ... --------~-·---·-·-·-·------~-- ~--· -· ................... -··· ......... -
- - Certain simplifying assumptions had to be made about these 






~-~ -··· . ---L---·m_en.t _ ... ~.Q.$_S ibl.e .•. '. ......... ,_I.t. _ w_a.s, ..... a.s.s_umed ..... th.a.t. ___ w..ork ...... di ame t.er .. had .... n.o .. ______ ., _____ .:......, ____ -:-0 :--------------·· .t--'--~-·--·_....__. --,4,- - .r.-
-
effect on the dependent variables •. This assumption is 
;'i/' 
---questionable, in as much as composition and structure of 
---- . ·--- . / __ . - ---.,~-c- ---·cc=.:- ·c' \ --- ___ ._.'~ -----·---- ----~------ -·--=- -•-----
. :[ 
. ' 




....... ·,-...~...._._,~1--·--,· , .. ~_; ·,:-..:·., ,,.,;:~.-l:.•.: ·~--·--·'--·~· ,_·,._:__· ... 
'I 
·•·+•~ \ 
,-.'·;·""·"' :, ·, 
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the bars vari·es according to diamete:r:. It is believed 
• ,,, 
that cold drawing had an effect on some of the variables 
and, during analysis,Jthe data were separated to reflect 
this possible effect. (It will be seen later that this· 
.. 
-- .. -·-·-·-··-··- ---- ---- -- . ----~~------
-·--------·- ,-- ---~-- ----- - . assiiinption is corre'ct in the case of the WC tooling but 
-- -------·-~·-·-· - ... -··-·- ----· 
I 
does not seem to be true for the HSS tooling.) 
The actual sequence 0£ the 108 runs in the experiment 
was determined by randomi~ation wherever feasible. -- Certain· ...... · 
restrictions imposed by the experimental set-up made corn-
··• 
plete randomization impractical. For example, it would 
have been impractical to take a work bar out of the chuck 
'-I!!, 
after_ only one cut was made, and rep-lace it with another 
• 
material. Instead, two or three cu ts, dep~nding upon· the ____ ·--c·-.. -~~~~ ·r-~" 
·-··.:--;-·--:-.. .-_ ----- - --------=-==---- ·--"'---· ._. _,, ·- ---~- .. ,.~·· 
(I 
bar diameter, were taken once the work piece was in the 
lathe. Another restriction was in the.different set-up 
required for WC tools as oppose·a to HSS tools. Therefore, 
all cuts made ~ith one type of tool were ~ade together. 
' ' I 
Further division was made between the two differeflt diameter 
• sizes, so that those materials with 1-1/4 inch diameter were 
- . --·--··--··-·-----··----~--~-- "\_,_ .-- ·-···-··-
.. -·· ··· - run· in a series and those .materials with 1-1/2 inch diameter .. · · 
.,,,.. 
the order of the cuts within each series was randomized by 
---- ~- - ~--- .. -- . 
. ' 
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• 
. - _. __ 
-·-----,.~.--- -·-----,.~,.,,..,,,_ •. -,.,, ;:-_·_-;;---.·::,c- -:-;--------
... ~-·· 
' ,, 
t ' ,, 
.. ,_ 
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ization is, of course, to reduce the probability of any 
systematic arrangements .·between the measured variables 
·~ ~ 
and possible e}cperimental input variables, such as, for 




. This quality of randomness in the sequence of test runs < 
is an essential condition for making valid inferences from 
the statistical analysis of the data. 
Experimental Procedure 
The first step in the testing procedure was to chuck 
and center the work. speqimen and to take a II skin" cut to 
clean up the surface and insure its roundness. As stated 
before, either two or three cuts could be taken on a par-
.~ticular specimen, depending on its diameter. 
- The procedure followed for making an actual experi-
mental run was to first measure the diameter of the work. 
..... 
The diameter was also measured after the cut, so th-at the 
true depth of cut could be recorded. The proper surface 
speed was set with the Varidyne, the other _cutting condi- .,_, 
______ --------···-------___..__..,.------~--------tions- __ w..ere .. .set---·- -on the--- -la-th-e-,--- and· · t-he ·· -re cording potent i o-
me te r was zeroed. Each cut was made with a fresh tool • 
·~·· ·-·---~--................ _ ...___ --- . -~-.-........ _ .... -.......... ~ ... ~. ,,, ... .... ·~··· •'-·•' . ., .. 
.. .. .. ... - .. " ... , " ......... :z.··--- .................. --·-·· .. --------- -· - -
The millivolt output from the tool-chip thermocouple was ________________ _ 
recorded throughout the entire cut, but the measured value ,, 
... -,s 
---.. --.- ····- -
----- . -- . 
---- - - - -
......... r., • ' • 
----~- --- - -~--------
- ---- - -- -----------
~-···-----·~ ·----!...... .. ····-· 
-- - - . 
----~-
·- --~·- -
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"" - .... .,., 
. .. 
' , :: " .... .., ., ~ . 
.. .. • J. ';: ~ •. ·_-·.: .. -·. ' - • 
-
used in the ana_lysis was taken within the first fifteen 
- --,-- ··-------- - - -· -
. --- . -- - - . . . - ... - ··- . - --- -- . . . 
~- -... 
' ' 
seconds of cutting. ~ ' -- '. . The reason for this was tha~ the 
thermocouple reading for a good portion of the euts was 
-quite- variable, ·owing to a number of causes. -Wear of the 
. - -----·-·--·-·---~~-
tool, both cratering and flank land wear, caused the temp-
erat1.1re to chang~ during the cut. The chip would occasion-
ally interfere with the reading. The sliding contact, 
' . 
which· establishes the electrical connection between the 
potentiometer and the work piece, would occasionally per- ~ 
form improperly, esp·ecially toward the end of a cut. As 
· · a· consequence of these mechanical problems, it was felt 
· that the most reliable measur~ment could be taken at. the 
beginning of the cut, while the tool wa·s still new. There-
I fore, the rule of thumb was u-sed to take the first steady 
reading, which occurred within the initial fifteen seconds 
of cut. This is important, because. the validity of any 
- temperature· comparison depends upon the raeasurements being . 
- ·····--·:: .... ,, __ . ----
... -· .. ------.. -·-·-····---·-·...:...:... __ __;_--
based on uniform standards. I~, for some reason, the rule 
of thumb did not·apply to a particular reading, if, for 
·- - -- - . ·- - -- . ---- - - -- - - -- -- ---- ...... -~-·····-·· .. ~------ --- ··-·. __ ,.. ____ -~-- - ·---·-·-·-·---·-·- -- -----···--·-----·-·--·---·---··-·· -------·- ---- - - - -- - ------ -- - - --·- - -·- -·- - .... - - . - -. ----- - .. - - - - - -- - - - -- - .. -
example, no steady readi~g yJas reached during the first 
. . 
---···-----------.::-----------··- . f i_f:teen ... ___ s_ec.on.d.s . ., ........ the ... -cu .. t.---W-as ... --repea.ted--.--------·---·------~-------,---~=·-_ ---~---... ··-------------------·-·--··----·---- :.;;;;;., .,,,.. ___ •------------
,-;:,..~.. .. 
---- - --- - t,I, ~-----.--,-_.,....... __ .. 
'.'-'• 
-;---- -- - -- -------~--------- -
---1-----
----------------·---· , __ 
----- -
--------
. •r(~", ,• . -- -'-·I."." I 
. . --· -·- 1·- __ _. ....... ·-·----·--
-- -·- -- -- --
----------
---- --·--· -- -·----·----
-~---·-- ·-·------·- --·-----· -=------·---·-~---------- - --- __ ,____ 
---- -____ · __ - ·--· --=_;___. __ _ 
--.,--,,-· 
- - - _____________ ,, __ . 
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'· The general experimental set-up has been ma.de refer-
·'(f:.\ 
ence to before and is illustrated in Figure 3. A.close-up 
-~-. ··-
' view of the tool is s,hown in Figure 5. It is seen that 
., 
,._ 
the electrical connection between the·tool and the potentio-
.,. -
--· - -----~---
meter was made with a contact rod of the tool mate~ial, 
t• " • 
heat trepted, just as the inserts were heat tr~ted. 






I / . i 
----- 4. -
_s. 
-· -- ----- . -· L 
-
·ngure 5: Detail of' Tool Insert and ·Contact 
Tool Insert 
.. 
Contact Rod - same material 
as tool insert 




__ -·· -~- ··-.. ___ rod) screws in and 
- ·-- ;- --- ------ · ·-- -------.. ------------~- -.., --- -- out- to bring · rod- ··- ·· . ., -- ···· -- · 
into contact with 
insert. 
~.::-::-·--:::-:----::-·:-.c.. ______ ;___ -- -- ,.,,.,,,-·----·-~·--- - - ------- -----· --------
--- ------, . -- --c-=~- --·--·-- ---·------··· ·------· ·-·-----·-------· ----·------· ··-------·---· 
-
. 
..... ....... -Tool 
Holder 
.. __ . 
- - -· -- ~------··-------.,--------·-~· .. ,.._....,.~ ---·-·- --- _____ 1 •• 
- - - ---------~ --- -
• 
·.· .. --···----···-··"'··-......:;'-•'·•-·· , .. ~, ..... ,_ .. _. . --...... ,,.~, _....,.-- ... -..~=--~ ... =······-·· ... -·-~··· - . . -
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This was to eliminate any secondary thermocouple which 
might. grow out of heat flowing back from.the tool' tip 
.. 
'- - ----·· -·•··· --·-·-- ··---· ...... -v .. ,.· . - . ·----··- .--, - . - - ______ ... . ~---------. .. --~----. \ 
-to a contact rod o·f d·issimilar material. · This possible .. 
~ 
.. 
error was discussed in the "Introduction and Discussion"· 
' 




tool by spring p~essure to insure that any vibration during 
\ . . 
~ - -
- '1r, ... 
the cut would not cause loss C'of electrical continuity. 
Figure 6_ sho,-vs the set-up used -to provide electrical. -. -
contact between potentiometer and workpi·ece. Both the 
Holder :.. e.t_te.ched to ta.il stock of lathe 
L 
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of same steel as 
workpiece 
Rubbing surfaces are polished smooth to 
reduce friction 
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Figure 6: Detail of Workpiece and Contact Slug 
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-- 6. 
emf.at their. junction. Spring pressure was used to· keep ~he 
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slµg_ against the w.orkpiece ~ 
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Wear and surface finish were taken after the cut. 
In the tool wear measurement, the maximum flank land wear 
.,. 
- - - - ' - ~ 
\ found along the straight portion of the cutti.ng edge was 
recorded. The surface roughness measurement was taken 
'-=-":'° °'~- -- --·-------···----- ------~-.. ,-~-,--
in a circumferential direction, as discussed previously.-
Measurements were made at several- places along the speci- -
men to- see if the readings would vary_ as tool wear pro-
gressed.· For cuts made ~ith tungsten carbide tools, surface-
finish was measured at four locations on the machined · 
specimen. For cuts made.with HSS tools, finish was taken 
at only three places. (J) The length of cut was much shorter· 
..'.~.' ·•· ,1 
·r.:· ! 
':"~/:( 
an-these-· -spee-imen-s --beea-u-s-e- 0£---the-----1:ower----s-pe:ect.. · --- --.-r---------···----- ---------- --v"'-----~--
Calibration of Tool-Chip Thermocouple 
r 
a-
-•-------'--"'-"- ••••••• ' ,•• ·-·- .- -"-
- •- -,..-••...,.., --- •" ,,_ 
.~·- r~ .,-.,,, ~. • Each combinatj_on of tool and work material had to be 
calibrated, since differences in compo·s.ition ·result in 
different thermoelectric properties.. There were two tool ~ 
materials and nine .work materials, so 18 calibrations had 
-
o•L,.·,,,. -•·•· ••-
< ----···n---·--·-·--~----,-·--·~---~--~-"-"·--~-t·o· be n1ade. -Th·e procedure involved determining the rela-
, .. 
' 
t.ionship bet\y_~~:rt t_g1npera_tur __ e ..... and_ .. _the---mi-1-l-i-vo--l~age----ou·tput--·---·---.. ·--·-------------------------~: - - - - .::.. - - - -· -·-····· ·----· - . - --- - . . ··- ·-- .. ... . .. 
. 
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-- .. --.------·----~~- ·-------::: ....... of· the tool-chip thermocouples. 
was obtained by using a standard chromel-alumel thermo-
couple, whose temperature-millivolt relationship is known. Q. 
.f 
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A diagram of the calibration ··set-up is g-iven in 
Figure 7. The calibrations were carried out in a lead 
- - ·-----·-o· 
1<. . 
. ' 
. ~ ---~·-------,.._oer--·- ·, .: 
. ' ' 
bath rather. than an open furnaceo 
\ =-' .·•. I This had the advantage · · · ........ ,., .......... , ............ , .... , ;_ 1 
11' 
.... ·. 
of eliminat~ng certain radiation errors which are asso-
~ 
-----
ciated with the heating·process in a furnace (37). 
.. 
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~--Rod - Tool Ms.terie.l 
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The lead bath was initially set at a temperature~of 
about 700°F. Once the calibration was under way, the 
..... -- - ... -· ,,._. :-.-.' ,:.;.•,· 
J 
• 
temperature wa·s inc.reased to about 1400°F., the whole 
' ,. process taking about one an~ a half hours. During this 
•-M•- ...... ., ..... ,.__.-,.··-··--------.•• --·--••••··-·--.. ----------·------------·-------------- -
-- --- - •••• -•-·•· ---· ·---•--•·----,· -
----.----,-------------------
.. 
,...~-- -••·•···h·· • ·-·--c-,-.------·-··----~-···~- - · 
·;. 
time, a continuous-· record was kept by the chromel-alumel 
thermocouple of the temperature at the tip of the tool rod·. 
To this rod were welded the various metal chips, each making 
· up a sepa·rate tool-chip thermocouple. The chrome! and 
alumel wires were also welded to· the tool rod te assure that~ 
the temperature measured was that at the end of the rod. 
The welding process used to attach the various thermo-
process is that it_ does not require a filler metal to be 
deposited at the weld. A thirq metal at the thermocouple 
junction would alter the thermoelectric properties and 
introdu,ce an error of, unknown magnitude into the calibration. 
. ' 
. --· A ·multiple-poj~_nt· recording potentiometer was used to 
measure the output of the several thermocouples. In as 
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much as a temperatu·re comparison among materials is the ~ 
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curves for the different materials. -To-- accomplish this,·-
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the ~ark materials were grouped so that those susp~cted . -
of having similar machinability r~tings were calibrated 
-- ---· _, -.-><- ----- --- .. --~-- -- --
at the same time and, therefore, under identical eJ{peri-
mental conditions. In th~s way, it. is believed that any 
errors acting on the calibration will work in the same 
direction for all the curves, thereby reducing the error 
between curves. The advantage of the multi-point potentio-
meter is that it measures and plots the ou~put of the ..c,.. -~ • 
various thermocouples all at the same time. This, incident~~ 
ally, also results in a time-saving. For this experiment, 
instead of making 18 calibrations, as would be required 
-' 
-w-i-th-----a--.'3-i-ngle---point- -recording potentiometer or X-Y recorder, -
. --·"! 
·-·· .. -~-- ---- __ --'- -
the number of calibration runs was reduced to five. 
., .• - - -.o• • • - " ."0 . ., •• ,,,....., p-o• .. ••-_.-.---· -
• The calibration curves used in this experiiftent are . ·' 
given in Appendix c. It can be seen that an entirely dif-
ferent kind of curve was obtained with the HSS thermocouples 
than with the tungsten carbide thermocotJples. With the WC 
. - . ~ - ..... - -· -· 
curves, the relations.hip was essentially linear, so much'so· 
·.·- •• •'""I. ., . ·•· • -···--· •.•.••••. ,----···--· ;-.•-,.,-:~ .•••• _.r .. · . ....,..c• -~_."1..,._.,._..,._..__...._.~-..,..,....-.;:.. < ·,-- ,-- •. ,------u="<-'--- ····---~---·--·---~----··-.... -=, .. = ..... -"--"-~- ----·---~---·----· -- .... - -
--------------•- ------- ----·---·-·-·-··-------········- . ·····-··· ... .. 
that linear regression was used to derive an equation for 
- -·- ~ .. -- ----·-·· -·-·-- ·--·--··-----·---·-····----~- . 
. -· ·····•·--··. ---- . ·- ----~-··--· -· ·- - .............. . 
. the relationship. It can be seen from the correlation co-
•• • ••-• ••••••••· • •• A •• ...... •• •'"'·••·•••·••••·•·•• ••• + ••-.--•·••••••--••••••'---• --~-----....... ---~-----------· 
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The ca·libration curves for HSS were not linear •. · 
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· and Cll44,. the value of the rnillivoltage was found to be 
negative below about 700°F. This would cause great diffi-
s 
culty in converting millivoltage to temperature ·1n this range • 
As seen from the typical 
calibration curve in Figure 8, 
• 
. 
Figure Bi ___ Ty-pic-a1--HSS ·-·-·------·-·--------- ----·· ----- -·--- --·------______ ,. ___ ,. ---.-~ -~ .... ·-·--· -- . - . --a negative millivolt reading 
corresponds to two possib-ie 
values of temperature. For-
tunately, all the readings 
taken in this experiment were 
___ ::-== .. ·~=::==~-=----·---~---· _ above .this temperature range, 
-so this problem did not affect 
• 
these measurements. 
An attempt was made to 
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· error associated with the cal-
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tungsten carbide during three 
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·-------~" ·- .Although three is perhaps a rather small .:samp,l.e on which 
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to base a reliable ·inference, it was felt that it would 
.. 
. be bettei: to run an abbreviated test than no te$t at all. 
The results of this experiment are seen in Figure 9. 
Unfortunately, during calibration No. 2, the points plotted 
were somewhat irregular. The scatter of the points was 
quite severe in some cases (these points are omitted ·from -
· this graph), and at about· 13·00°F. 1:.he thermocouple stopped · 
functioning altogether. It is bel.ieved that a loose con-
nection, either at the thermocouple jun.ction or at the 
chip's connection with the lead wire, caused this calibra-
tion to be inaccurate. Regression equations were computed 
from the data. With each of the curves, the temperatures 
.... 
corresponding to several millivolt values (in the millivolt 
range of interest in this experiment) are calculated. 
.. ---,. -- ' . 
..... 
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Equation x · = lOmv x = 13mv x = 15mv .,: . l"• 
.. 
1. T = 85.5 X - 181 1030°F. 1101°F. 
=· 87.5. X -- 168 7070.F.. 10-iooF_ ll44°F. -----·--~--·-----·-----·-'---"'-- ···-------·-····--·--·-------···-------····- -· · ..... ·--· .... ' .... , .. ,, .... ·. . ..... ,_ .. , .............. -... ·-- .·' ........ ,, __ ,,, -- ··- ....... -.,-...... . _/. . ... _ ....... -• _.,_. .. ..... - . . ~ . 
.·. -- ------- --~~--. ------- ·-- ·----- ---
-
·3. T = 84.3 X - 166 1030°F. 
--------·--·----·------------~-----. - -
- ------------··· ·-----·--·- ·---·---------- - -------·----····--····---~----~ 
. . .. -
r=~=-~-:·--··--·---~----- ·-·_·- ~--~-~:-~_-::---~--~----~--~------~~.~~~----------~---~---~-~-------~--~--.~ ---· t·. · · * Based on 14 data points rather ~han 16 points, as with 
.. -... __ ···-·-----·-·--······.. other two equa·tions. This was because thermocouple in-- ---- _ .. 
1 
.. ,.--~-·----·-- 2 stopped working at around 1300°F. 
- .,_ -- _.._ _ ... - .... .... . ... -
----·-·-···--·-· ·-·~- -----· 
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Pig\lre 9: Test Calibration Curves for Tungsten.Carbide vs. 01212 
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~i 
other within a few degrees. calibration 2, which is 
questionable accuracy· at best, disa_grees with the other 
two by about 4~0°~. Drawing a conclusion from these data 
t. / is somewhat risky, but if equation 2 were thrown out for 
the reasons mentioned above, the variation in calibration 
curves can be considered rather small. ( 
} 
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Results 
The results of the experiment are presented graphic-
ally in Figures 10, 11 and 12.· In thes~ figures, the mean 
• • 
values of cutting temperature·, wear and surface finish are 
. --·~...> 
plotted against work material for the three testing con-
... 
' , ~~ ,,,t. . II . 
,, ... -----·- -- --·---- ·-. ··ditions. ·· -The raw data which make up these average va·lues- ···· · ····- ·-- ----~.-~---·-· --
are presented in Appendix Bl. 
An examination of the three figures leads to the 
generalization that the t.emperature plots exhibit a great_~_I." ... _____________________________ _ 
--·---degree- of pa-ralle-lism among the three test- conditions· than 
_________ ... -------~--------- __ wear or surface finish. In other words,_there is greater 
agreement in the rank ordering of steels by cutting temp-
erature than by wear or finish. 
0 
·-- - ·-·- - , - . ·."- "'---~ . ___ ._._ - • .a. - . 
Analysis 
The analysis of.the data was performed with the ob-
·--· -- . - ........ :· -· --··-···----- --~- -~- ....... -.j.ective ... o:.f--a~swer ing the . quest ion: Is cutting ternpera ture 
__ ------·-------·· .. ___________ a_ r_eliabl.e indi.cator __ o_f th.e machinability of steel? In the 
- - •- --· 'I 
- ~, ··---· - --· -··-- . - --- ---- - .----
context of the pr~sent expetiraent, this question in1plies a 
comparison,of cutting temperature as a measure of machin-
. . 
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Although the main thrust Of the analysis will be 
. ·- ---------·--·-~----·----- ----- ------·- ---- -··-. .. 
t 
,-. 
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-, tional C informat·ion·· whi-ch sh·ould_., n'bt be le-ft untapped. . .. _. ________ --~--- . ----------,---·--
Certain of the work bars were cold drawn, which changed 
· the properties of the steel in the regions next to the 
surface. In order to determine what effect these changes 
-had on temperat.-ure, wear and surface finish, the analysis 
Will include an exam.ina·tion of the influence of cold draw-
ing on the measured variables. 
Analysis of Variance. -An analysis of variance was used 
. 1· 
("-·· 
-- -- to- test the statistical significance of the differences 
in means shown in Figures 10, 11 an~ 12. The results of· 
-~· 
these analyses are·presented in Appendix El. It i's ·seen 
that effects of changes in both work material-and tooling 
v 
_are significant at the 95% level qf signifi~a~ce for all 
three dependent variables. The effect of the two condi-
. 
tions nested within the high speed steel tooling is seen 
- -
· to be significant for wear and surface finish,- but- not 
----------------------- --
-------·---··--- -- - -- 'I ----·-----·------~---------• ---- - -
. ' 
- ------ -··--- ---'· ----- ------
) 
----=~~-------~---.-_ --~------------s.i.gn.i£icant for tetnpe-riiture; . The reason t-he-:r-e i-s---no--dif--c··~- -~-,,.,....,--___ .,. ... ,. _____ , _, ___ _ 
ference for cutting ternperature is.. probab_ly that_ the 
----.--·----·-----
- . ' ·, . . ... ·-·' .. 
' , 
~ ... --~- -
'.'.' ·• 
---
.. -... ~. -
-~---
~-· .. . 
1 ....... . 
' ' 




decrease in speed from 175 to 125 sfpm is just compensated 
for by the increase in feed from 0.0056 to 0.0102 ipr. 
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. The{~particular · rearrangement of feed -and speed obviously 
. , 
-··------·------------.-----------------------·-·- ---·- -----··- --
·, . 
----,--·-,-·_•··, .. , 
is more impor·tant for wear and surface finish. 4 
. . ' 
i 1' . :; ' 
" ___ -___ -- =-- --~ _ .. _-,-. :: - - ,_c_,_: __ c ___ , u---- Because .of the -£act tha.t an_ entirely different _ set _ _ _______ _ 
- l 
of conditions,- mainly a different speed, is used for each 
. ' . . . -- - ~r - - . . 
·· of the -two tools, it is impossible to dj. st_ingui-sh between 
. 1 
:-t·-1 
---·-------------------- -• ---------·-·----- --- - - . -
·-- -··- --- ---·-···----------'~ - -----· 
the effects which are caused- by- a difference in. tools and · · 
-----·--~-~.,~--~---......... ·---~,,,,, .. ,......, .. _ 
those caused by a difference in conditions between tools. 
,' ... --------- -.. ------------- '·'-··-----···-··-----~---However, as ·a procedural matter, it is co·rrec·t··to divide··-···----------------------- --- --_ .. -·-·: 
,,. 
... 
the effects as done in this analy~is. 
The analysis of variance also poi.nts up a significant 
interaction effect between tooling and work material in 
all three cases. The interpretation of this interaction 
effect is that the effect attributable to one factor, work 
material .for example, - depends on the level of the other 
factor, tooling. In the case of temperature, this inter-
. " 
=~-?=-·::.-":"_'...:.::::.:...'..-'..'"_"=~----==~=---·-· · -_-_____ ,,a·ction is seen· in Figure 10 to be accounted for·mainly by 
' 
HSS than for tun-gs.ten carbide. Taking the difference be-
--- -----~we~n ~h~ highest and l?~-~f3t temperatures to _get _ an ide~ · _ 
. : 
-------- ------
"::.-=---~--=-:~:~~- - ·--~ -7 --- -- - ·-· ... ··-c,f the range, for high speed steel-condition 1, the differ-- --- - - -· --· ··- -
~··--·- -
~---·----
-- --ence·is eqtfal-t.9 1051 - 728·;:323°F.·, while for··"wC, the 
difference -is only 1213 - 970 ... = 243~F.- In both cases, the 
range is obtained by taking the difference between the 
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--- -- -- - --- - - ---- --- ------------------ -."·-------·-----------•-·---·• 
---------------·---------:---------,-~-----·----------·l:lie-- 'interaction effect· for- wear -·ana ___ siir-fac-e-·: :e]:nish . is ac- :t' 
··1 . 
. . ,p_ 
_,_ ___ ••• ·-' ·-· --·. ·,-· -- -'-·· •• c,,, , • 
--'---=-=--c:.c _____ co11~ted for . pr imar i l;t ~}' a d~f f_eI'en~ _ ~r~er_ill~_~f _ ~e ___ ....,'-:::....-=..,...-=----~--... ---------______ -.. _-__ -_-____ -_ ... 
• i·' 
· ·materials by. the three test cond·itions. 
- - -- - ----- ---- -- -
.,,,· 
There is also an interaction effect between work 
material. and cutting conditions for wear and finish, but 
-· 
' -··--·"---
···-- ----- - - --- no-t ·for temperature. Again, ·the interaction ·effect means 
that the ranki.ng of materials is changed when the cutting--.· ,-- ,,--~ .-.r-_c, ... _,. --
conditions are changed. This effect can be seen in Figures 
11 and 12, when conditions 1 and 2 for the high speed stee-1 
are compared. The substantial absence of an interaction ' 
eff-ect can be seen in Figure 10 ( temp·erature) . by co~par-irig ____ _ 
the same high speed steel plots. , 
\ 
·, 




the data to determine which factors are important, but it 
--·<--
---.L..-.-.-.---·-------- --
does not tell differences betwe·en any .t~o work materials. rt 
,. .. , 
The Duncan Multiple-Range Test (Appendix E2) was used to 
' - . - r 
-·· 
test the significance of the differences between any _tw__o ___________ ..... ---~ · .. .:c;. 
. _ . ····. adjaqep.t steels. To use this test, the variables were 
listed in order of ·increasing magnitude of the dependent 
------·-----·· -- . - -·- ---.. -----·----· -----·-----·----··-----·--·-··,- . ··-------·· ... 




variable. In the case of the tungsten carbide cuts, the 
.. data were separated to account for the effect of cold draw-
·-------------· ing on the four ,~ree-machining ·steels • 
.. " 
·• 
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. 
. . A su~ary of the.calculations·made in Appendix E2 ' --~ 
-~-- ----~-is presented in the accompanying table. The ·table lists · 
I - --
----~·-_____ .. _________ thos_e __ comparis.ons -between steels which Showed_a_ s,tatistic-
ally significant difference at the 95% level of signifi-
~ -· 
· canoe. 





: -.Condition Tempe .. rat·u-r-e--------.. ·------- .. -------··--,-----we·ar- --·- -- ---··- su·rface Finish ~-------~--~~ · · · -
.... 
Cl2L13-C12Ll4 Cl 2L"·l4-C l 2Ll 3 Tungsten 




. HSS - Cl2Ll4-Cl213 






















ir HSS - Cl2B14-Cl2li Cl2Ll4-C1144 
4140 ACD-C1022 
L, 
- -- -· - - ·- ... ~--·--·--- ···1 
lr 
---
- -- -- -- - -
----------
' 
\ Condition 2 Cl022-4140 ACD .., 
The results of the analysis show :that temperature is 
..I better able to discriminate between work materials tha·n . 
the other two variables. This conclusion -i-s- illustrated ----------------~----
-b..y the- greater frequency of· significant differences for 
temperature_ ~1?-~1.1 fo_r w_~~-r _._Q~ ____ §_\lI.":face _f_i.n.ish •. ~ .... In----the. case-----,-,--___ --•--........ ---·-------... ·-----·--·---··- -- ··-·-·· . -· ... - .... 
of the high speed steel data, the variability of the data 
·--·:-:::.1' 
.. -· -· ·-· -----~ 
·- --· --- -·--- --- ----- --- . ---- - ----
- . . 
-- -· --
__ , ___ --- -
is too great and the sample size is too small to confidently 
distinguish between materials ~xcept for a few comparisons. 
------
- ------·-- - -- -- -~--- - -- -
- . - - ··- - -- - --- --------- - ---- ---
-~---,• ..._1 
- -- -
----------- -- - --
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Rank Correlation - Agreement Among Test Conditions. 
a 
---··-. _.__ ____ _ 
Rank correlation methods were used to examine how th'e 
-
ordering or ranking of steels by any of the three·v.ariables 
,.,.-~, . .1'• 
is affected by change~ in tooling and cutting con~itions. 
The "coefficient of c,oricordance 11 , W, is a statistic which 
measures how closely the ranking of materials agrees among 
.. 
the three test conditions. If there is complete ·agreement 
I ·• 
-... ameng ·· the ···· trea-t·men ts 1 ·the·n--W ·· =· .. ·l .-······ -The ....... gre-ate-r· -· th·e ···disagre-e---'-·-----· ... ------~-----·--·~-·-·--···· --··· 
ment among the treatments, the greater the t~ndency for W 
to approach zero. Calculations of W for temperature, wear 
and surface roughness under the three sets of conditions 
are given in Appendix E3. 
For temperature,· W = 0.99 
-------------
·--------- ----------- -- -·t·' -- -------·--------- - --- --- ·------ - . ._.,.-- ------ -·- --~ -. ----· 
. For wear, W = 0. 7 9 • 
For surface roughness·, W = o. 93 
A test of significance was used to determine the unlikeli-
'1 
hood of such high concordance coefficients •. The coefficient 
for wear was found to be significan~ at th~ 95% level of 
si-gnifican-ce, while temperature and· finish proved to be--
:-, ... ,_ 
_,_ __ -·---·-----·- - . ·--"····· - -- .;; ... _.: __ _ 
·significant at the · 99% significance ·1e··~iefl .- . ... - - -- . il 
-~-····------------·---~·· -·---------·-···--·-···"-··- . · -·-It·-·should be emphasized that the coeffi't:ient of con- · -- ·---·---..... -------·---···--·· ·-···· 
--·. cordance is a measure of the mutuality of agreement among 
f 
the rankings and is not a criterion of·whether the rankings 
·' 
.... --····- -.-. ··--
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- . - .. -------~-· ' -
----····-·--·.~--- --·----- -
, ... ----,-··-···--•·•·_:~. ·---·· --~·,.·.,.•J·, .. ~-"--·'-'--,.,.,- •-•~=- -- _.,......~--~:-=,.,....-~-r:~, .-· ' 
.-·- .... -·- .. -,,·-'-~ .. ·.,,..,~ _,.. . ..,,,....·.- __ ... -.,.-·.,-., .. ,-- ---·-·· ... , .• ; - '-' --,,·.,a·-•" •,.·;-··•·· "".!·••·, --,- ,·, ,-_.,,,.-.-,..•,;•.,,,., ··-- •. ,.,, • • 
' are correct or not. '!'his matter o'f accuracy· will be ·., ... 
• 
. ' 
___,_·-=-.. -=-· -~;__,....,.,....:........-~.-. ex-amined next.-- ------·--
I 
----- -- • f . -~- --------------- ---·--,;:;------------- --.-· . ----·--.-
·. - - (i • Rank Correlation - Agreement With Commercial Ratings~ 
~---
·-·-~-------. -
-- ~:-_-.:_ _____ . _:__-_______ _. ________ , _________ _ 
There is no absolute method of testing the accuracy of · 
th~ -rankings because . there is no standard of comparison 
,. 
· whi'ch can be guaranteed to be absolutely and unquestionably · 
correct~ However, 1:he ratings obtc!ined i_:t;1_ t.hi.$ experiment .. · ----~----~- ···--·--.. -·-· . --·-····-·.·--·"""""""""""'"'" ·-·········· ...... -----····-····1·······-·- . ,. .• --·-···----·--····------····.......... . --"c-~ -------- .---- .. ' - .. - ·---··· .... ········ ·•· ····----·····-, ---· --···,---···· ....... -,··--···-------,----.o··--················ 
\ . 
can be compared with several sources which ~ave been used ' 
by the steel industry as references _of machinabili ty - . ,r .- --··-·-· 
.. ratings. The rankings listed .in these sources are present-
ed in Table II. 
-- One important observation which can be made from 
- .. -- - -- -·--··· . " ... ------~-~ 
.. ~-~~~=- --- --c-·--c-------- ~-~these-· ratings is the wide disagreement in certain cases. ,. 
The most obvious is seen in the comparison between the two /-
.· ratings for Cl022. In~one list, this steel is ranked at--
{i the bottom,.while in the other it is ranked near the top. 
- -·· 
--·-- ---------~-~ - . ---
Herein lies the problem in trying to judge the reliability 
-------
. 
of any ratings obtained from. the data in this research. · 
- • • ···-·------- ·-·· - --------------------------•••• -· ----- -- ----•-Ho - -~---------- -~~·_ .. ____ _, __ _ 
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.\;- ·----~·- --------· - . -· --- ---- --•-·---·- -··--·----- ------ - - -- --
. • 
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----·.·. ----,- :.~---~-,0·· ·,· . I 
' 'I 
comparison which are used to ___ :~~~_§qre_ __ t_he .. r..eliabi .. lity ... --~f----·~:~.---· - . • ,s:-.- --~ . -· -- .... .... .. ' '-······ --·- ... --····-···' . . - - . 
.... 
--------· __ ..__. _ _, __ ·----------..... ·'-----·~ ··---·· 
temperature ratings • 
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-------""---·· - ·--. ·_. -~i.- _:___• . . ·······-······-··--·-· -•••-•-~----- -
~ 
·- ~~-c~ ~· ·· Table- II: Table of Mcichinability Ratings {Base = · 100%) 24 ·-·~-"','·-~ 
- .. · ---~-.--- Grade of 
· -- -- - ···~< - -·-- · -- -.-- --- · s tee 1 
...:--cc--_------







Commercial Sources Bethlehem 


































.. ---. .... --.-·---·~-.---- .. ·-~-- -~-·-·-------...-- ,:, ,. 
- .. -- -
·- ... -----· ..... , .... -- ................ ·-.-- ..... ----· -· ....... _ .. ____________ .).~------·-··---- ....... -............... ., .......... _ ................ - ............................... - --- ............................. ~--- .. , . . . ' . 


















--- 90 3 
--- ·-
54 5 
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--------·-·· .. ----.. ----------------- ....... ___ _ 
------------~----------------------------~~---------~---~ 
24 The ratings listed under "Commercial sources" were 
" 
compiled by P'() rro Aylward of the Be·thlehem Steel CQ!flP=gnY~-~~--~~==~-. -
. ----·-·-··-·-------·-- .. ----·---·-"""·--------------·---··-·-·------------~-~~------·-·--------~ --from a number of commercial sources (Jo To Ryerson and 
Sons, Bliss & Laughlin, Inca, Union Drawn Division of 
--Republic St:eel Coo Q and La Salle Steel Coo) O In certain ~ ------ --·. 
instances, where information was incomplete 0 estimates 
., -- of the ratings '\/\Jere based on any information '\ivhich was 
availableo ThP ratings in this list are based on 
· average cutting speed ratings in automatic bar -machines 
-· --- ----'---· -· - · ···--------(-8- hour-· ·tool·· -1-±-fe·, · H:ss····-to-cYl·s-,---- · w1·tn .. ·c·trtfi"i1g· ·01·11 .. ~------~·--·::-=-=-.. _-------~~--==---- _____ ,. ________ ~:~~:-~~~-~ - . - -·· -,- ·-·- -~ .. - ------ . •.... . - -
.. 
- -
- -- ---------·----·----------··-·---------------·-· 
------- -- -- · ----- --------------- The Bethlehexn Test ranJ{ings are made up from Bethlehem ------· :: __ . _--------· · 
---··:-:··------· "-- . ~~-----·---:-·- ·steel Cornpa11.y s s Production Perforn1ance .,Tes to ·Ag~in, 
_ ......... __ the tes·ts are co11.ducted on automatic bar machines 
-- ... -- __ ... · : ____________ -~~~:~_:_ . ( 8 hour tool life O I-ISS ·tools O 'tvi th c1.,1ttir1g oil) • 
.. 
. The AoS~MoEo list is contained ~n Tables V-2, V-3 and 
--------~---=--------. -~---- --- V-4 of Refe_rence ( 2) and is based on tool life -tes-ts 
-----------~ 
------------ ( 60 minute tool life, HSS tools, dry cutting) . 
'· 
- -·------··-------· 







. -,- ... _... . ---- - -------,- - ' ·---- - ·--- - .• - ---·-· 
. . , .. - -- . ---- ~--~----~---------.·· -~-------- --· ' 
·' 
' The rankings obtained in this experiment from the w --- ------ ------ -- - • ·-· • -
.. ... --------·-··~ ·----~ ' .~#~·---···,., 
·'."ll. 
~-------·-·--·-····· 
three dependent variables are presented in Table III • 
'11abl.e III: Table of Experimental Rankings 




Cl2Ll3 CD 97 0 F. 









----------~-c1i 13 CD- 1045 -- · ·-··--·--.. ---3--·-··-·····-- .•. 001·47 .. s--···---
Cl212 CD 1082 4 .00132 4 
Surface Finish 
Mean Rank 
11. 33)'-in 2 
17.00 4 
13.;17 --·· ···3 
:10. 67 I 
, I 
-~--------- ··- .. 
C1141 HR 1198 7 
-~· ___ 8 __ ---- _ 3_6__._5 __ ·---~-11---------'-'~----
Cll44 HR 1145 5 .00130 3 38.5 8 
-·----. --- -_ --
·-'··· .,... 
- --- - -
. - . Cl022 HR 1179 6 .00165 6 20 91 0 5 1 
Cl040 HR 12].3 9 .00243 7 40.2 9 a 
.. 4140 ACD 12:Ll .00295 9 6 -----.---- ____ ..,....____ ..... __ .. -·" .. :- ~---------~- .. ··· . 
~ The values listed in Table III are taken from the· ---... ---............ --... -~-~----.... ....... ---.. -·--,--.... ------·-... -.. _.. .. 
~---
tungsten carbide data. These averages are computed on six 
individua.l data points instead of three, as with the high - - -- ·- ------ ---~ :--- --- - ------~~; 
·--·---- ------ -· . ---------r --
- ·-
• ? 
- . -----·· --"--·-·-- ~~speed- stee1-=--·aat-a· .-- - -The r andorn ·var iat--ton· --1:n~he data --is less="-==-~=---:--=~:~-~~:~:-~~~-~:~~~ 
• •••--v-•-•·---------•--·----~--,.--,-.---...-,,-,-.. --~~·.-·-•. \-.&•·.-. ;(_ - ·- -- -·· - -- -·- --. -· - - . -- -. - -·-~-- -- -·- --··· - -·- ---- - -- --
---------·----~---.. --~-=~ . ---with the. we, .. ·~_lse>. For ______ th_e.se . re_asons I the vJC means are 
i\ 
' . 
--------~--:_· -~:~--; -_--_·_" . ----------een-side.red-to be· nlore reliab-le _ for ·--the·ptirpose · of arriving 
at work material rankings. . 
. - .. ----------·---·---·--~----------·-- --·--- ·-- -- - --- . -------· ···--------------------- - -- - --· ------~-- - - --·--·---
' ' 
-----..1 ......... ,-· - ·-- =-----'----. -· ----- -----·-·· --------·- ------------ . -··- -·--------··--,------ ~--···-·-· 
·-·-··-- ·--------------~-.-----·--.. ----~-:~------- --------- -
.~. 
-· ---~----------------- -- -------~--·-- ----------- --- ----- ---------- -
·- ---·-···--- ----·-···· -
.. ·, .. , 
·- -·- --· ·--- -----·------------- ·-· --- - ,. -~ - . 
-'-· -- ··-- -- . -- -------~--- -· -- ---·· ·------- --- -
- --- ···-·--- -- -------- . ---- _ .. ,._ _ . ---- -··---- --- -
-------------------------------
- --:,., __ ~- ~. ·. 
-;:c","--.-
- ·- - -···· -· . 
,-




' d • I 
. -
-- . -- ,, ·--- -··----
With each variable,· better machinability'is indicated ---
by a lower value of the variable. That. is, lower cutting 
. . ·- - .. 
. - - - ~ . .. . 
-··· 
- . - - . 
~-temper a ·tu re, lo,ier wear, and lower surface roughness ·meas-• I 
urements indicate higher machinability. 
.. 
-----
. --- ------ --- . When these experimental rankings are compared with the 
•) rankings of the commercial sources, and A.s.1vi.E., it is 
seen that temperature shows the best agreement. With the 
··1.. ~-------·s·ingle exception 6£ · c102·2, -- temperature ranks the· steels in 
perfect agreement with commercial _sources. The agreement 
with ttie Bethlehem Test is perfect, while there are several-~ ,------~--· - -~ ---/ 
-----
--
instances of disagreement with the A.S.M.E. rankings. 
A technique for quantitatively·measuring the extent 




- -· - .. .. . 
-E4 calculates--- th·e Spearman' s co-ef-f icient of rank correla-
tion for each of the three dependent. variables as compared-
to each: of the standards· of comparison. By this method, 




_____ .Wear and finish show less correlation~ wear bei._p.g_ .. the betfer-.. ,n-· ---------·----~·-·==~= :__ __ ____,_____ ... -- -----------·-- -- ·------=···-- ---- ·" -----··.... . . . -----.---. ----····'-'--···-" ----·--- .... ··- -
' . -----
;:.__Ii'- • .. --.- -·-- ~------ ... ..-----,. ....... •4":·,1-·-•.1.r;"_,-rf'"- -- '• -
-----·-·--------------
---




-~-~--~=-:-~.=:~~-,~~ --=- -_-. ~--_:.-__ Qf- the . two. -. :En---raet.--,------when-----t-he---comrnercial ';rankings are com-. . -----~--~----.,...---.---·- _. -- -·-·-- --- .... -------·-- -------- ---- -- ·----- -·· _: ---~-----=--- - _------- ·--_-_- ·:.:::~::·: ______ :_:_~:::_ ______________ .. ,,---····--.. ·----···---·: ______________ ·----···------'---·-----·:·-----------------·--·-----·------------------·-------------···-··-.::0------------------------·=··--. ----·--·-~-.. -,-.----·-----·------·--H- r . -, • .- . • ••·•:••,•••••- ••--··· 
--·'----·- . 
pa~ed to the A.S.M.E. rankings, less agreem~nt __ i._s_ obtained __________ ;--~---~ ·~· · . c7 _ --~-~:_ ___________________ ------------~--- ------ -
. --------~----~---
_. _____ , ...... _______ ..... --
-- ·---- --- -----·- - _...__. 
. ···--···-·---·~·-·-·"· . -----------·--·-----···-----·- -- ·-· ........ -.. --·-·-·····"·- -·--J . --· .. - --,----~--'-----'--~--.. ~-----··---;·--~,t-han wit:11 any of th~ temperatl.lre or wear comparisons. The 
-
- -~- --------- -
----~- - . - -- ---- - -
•-------~ 
•"' .. ,, 
·,.. j . I{ • 






·inference to maJte from this is that tempe:r;ature and wear ..... 
represent approximate averages of .... the referenced ranking 
.... -- -.- ---;-- -•-----
l 
- ··• -·---··· -··-··'"·-··--··-· ------ . 
-- --- --- - --~---
--- - -~ 
-









systems. Temperature, especially, seems to represent a 
" ' :"f 
... 
compromise between the commercial a11d A.Se~loEo ran]cings. 
' l*w .... w,,. .............. . r . 
.. -..--~-~··-- ·---- ,--
. -
" .. ,- ••H .-· -,:. - Jo~--•' • -
- - - -
I Up to this point in the examination of resLll"'cs O the 
analysis has been aimed at the question of whether or not 
''I., 
cutting temperature is a more reliable measure of machin-
··ability than wear or surface roughness.· Through a·series 
of statistical tests and comparisons, enough evidence has 
been gath~red to verify that temperature gives a more 
consistent -:indication of machinabili.ty than the other two ~ 
.--- ________ ., ___ ·---- ·----.. - .... -~~--:--·. - ..... · -----·· 
variables. Temperature also co~pares more favorably with 
existin_g machinabili ty ratings. ,J 
- ---· -~---- ) 
-.......... , ~----·· -.--
=.,, •• _ • .--
Temperature Index Analysis. The next matter to be examined 
----- -
involves the derivation of some sort of index number based 
on temperature \vi th which to eva~uate the relative machin-
- . ,- . . .. 
-- ,,____ -ing perfo.rmance of a materia-1 • 
. 
For the temperature data generat~d in thi.s experiment, 
it has been decided to use Cl2Ll3 as the base in deriving 
. 
. index numbers because this steel-exhibited .the lowest cut-
. ---- ...... ---··-···· ---·--.. -- .. ---·------·--··----------·--·-·------ .. -
---------------------- --- ------------------···---------------------- --·---------·-------·------------




-·:-·- 0--·---------------~ting_. ____ tempera.ture.s.----------It ____ ha.s.-----als.o---,been---deci.ded-:_.to-,expand ---the-~-·-~'··-·:--~-----~-----_,_cc_-_-- _____ : 
. -- - --· ·-·-· ,- ... -~ .-..... - ~·----- -~· ... 
index scale in such a way that metals which machine at 
.I,' 
--··. ... . ... . • •• -- 4 ~ --· • • • 
·-· - ·"·- -----·. • • • - ....... - .... ,,_ •. - • . • •• • • .. ~.. • •• ,.... .. •• 
..... ----·---------· --
·- 'r - , . 
- higher temperatures will .hav~ higher index numbers. Thus·, -
the index numbe-rs of two steels will be in the same direc--
- -----'~--- ----~---------- ·--
. -----,~--- ~ ---- ~--·~·: __ ;_• ... :._.,_~.......:., ... -- . -··-·-·-.•-- . . 
[
b==---.----- ·__ - ·~ - • . -. . , - - . - . I 
.•.. ' -
. - - -· 
. - . 
. ... 
.. . . 
I t , 
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tion as their relative machining costs, the higher index 
number correspon.ding to the higher cost of ~achining. 
This procedure for determining the ·"temperature index 
·number" has as its major disa.dv2tntage that it departs from 
the standard industry convention. (It will be seen later 
-· that temperature can be use_d to obtain an in~ex rating 
which foflows this indus~ry convention.) However, for the 
II . 
_ .......... 
purposes of this report, the temperature index convention ___________ .. ___ ·------ . 
. . . - ., -· . ··---.--,- --------:-.--~· ~-.,.., -. - -,.·--.-~--- __ , __ , ___ ·- - -·- ----·--·-·····-,-------···-· -·-··- . -·-··-·-----------------·- - -- --·-·····--·· --·-····· ·,--···· 
----- ----· --
- . - . . 
Al' 
·-·--
- .... ·---·--·· 
is used partly because of the ease of subjecting· this 
... 
system to statistical analysis. In Appendix ES, an ·explan-
ation is provided as to the mathematical obstacle in the 
way of performing a statist~cal analysis on the industry 
<.-·.,...... 
convention ratings. Any conclusions made about the temper-
ature indices should, in general, apply to any femperature 
ratings which follow the industry convention. 
' "'.. .. -The temperature index numbers for the average temper-
ature of the nine steels are listed in Table IV for the 
three test conditions. 
One of the principal reasons for runniQg the high speed 
----- ... -stee_l ___ aaca--wa s ·-to-··-· inve-·s1:1gate ·-tlie--influence -·of--cutting ____ con---
· .. t. 
- .. .. '.;;, 
.. , .. -· -- -. ·- ... - . -... -· --··--··"·---······· -·· ·-- --- ---- - ,. -·- . -- .. - . -- . ------·--------·---·--·-·-···--- ---·-- ------ -----·-···-- -. -----·-·--- ---·-·---·- .. . .. _.,., .... -··--···-··· ·--· .,_ ......... ·-·--·· .............. ,, .. h,.,••-·-------··-··-·-· -· -~__:------·-----·--·-~-~---·--:':':---··-~---------------"'----'----=="~:..~----·'!:--:;" .. • ·- .. - . ' . . ' ' . ' ' ' ... ·-- -···· 
••..••.. ·- - ---- . - ·····- -· ... --· .... -• ~----.-•·· ·-··· -· -· .. -- -, .. ., .... - ........ --····· ········· ...... - .. 
.. 
·_ .. ------ ---d-i-ticlrts on tlie ___ machinability~-r~t~ngs~-
,' 
..... , ......... ••.,·-.····-·-·;_, ___ -·-·· ,., . .. : ...... -·····--- ·-- .. - ...... =~-. ---·---------·------------- ----·-
- . 
. . .... 
...• . -·------ ~----e------···-·······-······· "----······· ·- . 
methods ·have already been employed to show that the relative 
... --·- ·• ··-·. 
.. 
· . .,;. 
__ _.! _________________________ --- - -
- -----:.-_-::_-......:;_:·- -- -- ____ ::..:_-__ : .-. order of machinabili ty rankings does not · c~ange substant_ially -· 
- . ----- ----------------·---,---····----- ---- --·-------- ----- -·------------·· 
for the three testing conditions used in this experiment. - - ----- -- - -----·-- --· - --- ---
·.-',· 
. 
.. ---·--~ -~t ---- -~··~-----.-~----
-·-"'·" __ ,._.....,.,--.-.- ______ ., ·.-····' --·· ··- ... ~~---· ' .-- ,,- . ·------ .. -- __ ·- __ ---- __ --· ...... -- :_. ___ --···-- ··- --- -- .. _____ .. t.~----------....:..--~~--::·--· .. ----- . .:..-----·---~------=-~-- --.-c-~--~-. ·---··-····-··-.-- -
-
-
---- ··--··-···---·-·· -------··· 
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' . ,-....:..1\,: 
' 
' ~-' - .. -·---····· '' ,., .,:.,_ ....... ___ ,,-~-.. ~--.···-···-•-'-----~-- -·····-~·---· .. ....:._,_ ,_ - ..... - - . . .. --------' -'. ... _. ------ ~--- ' .. · ____ .. --- ' - .. - ---- . .,_ - .. - . 
. ···•· . ' ' 
- .. --~- ---.-. -·--- ............. --- _- · - - - ·· Table IV: Tempe,rature · Index Numbers - .. .-. - -.---••;..-Y-·-·"'···· --- ... ,•-~ -·--,,o~---•----,----,r 
r 
-- .. - -- - . -- - -
__ ------- . -- Grade of 
.. 
- .. -
. ·:-- ·----- _______ .:...;:_____________ -.'.-------·---------- --Ste e 1 
Tungsten 
Carbide 
H_igh Speed Steel 
Cohdition 1 Condition 2·· . . . . ' -- -- -' .... ~. -
- ... 
··-· - - -
.. 
-
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Cl2Ll3 CD 


















T-able IV, however, shows that 
1.000 
1.053 






















relative magnitude of the index scale.. It is seen that 
- - - -
--- -·- ______ , ·- . 
------··-~ 
-·-···· --- . --- ----·-.- -·-------· .. ··_-.... - -·------·- ... 
. ' 
.. -
. ( " r 
.. the scales for the high speed steel data are expanded more 
/J ' 
:than the tung_st~n carbide index scale. This effect of con- ---
.. 
. 
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........ -- ------------------------------------·~ --. 
f • l 
- g I 40 L-"-
• 
' . . -
:,. ... , __________ ,-•. ··--c-=u----=--_- ------~-- --- tance is. whether the ·rel a t-i ve machinabi lit differences 
.. ------------ . .. . -
-----------------. _____ , - -- ---------- ... .. . .............. ............... .. .. ...... _ .... ~---_.--, ... , ............ ------- --------- .. -- --, _ ...... , ..................... , ... ,, ... _ ................. ---------- .. - .... --- -- - __ y______________ .......................................... ----------------------· . 
--,::__,,. -_, ____________ , __ ..c, --- __ , _________ , --· among the rnaterials is affected by test conditions. By 
,~~--.... , .... ,• -· .. ·• -· ..... "•• • .,. •• .... ,~~ C ~ 
- -------· ____ _J ___ --------
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- be answered. The analysis of variance which is performed I • 
--
-----· 
. on thes.e ··.·adjusted index numbers· shows that_· _ttbhLeeLtr~eL---ClLI-E~l-0------:-----~ 
.· ---· --· - -
=~ 
---~ --
significant differences between the index numbers for the 
various conditions of testing. More important, thou.gh, 
is the value of ··F for the interaction effects (interaction 
between work material and test conditions). - In both cases, 
for the AB- .and AC interaction;· F is no·t sign·i·ficant.· This·. ,.-. 
means that the effect of work material .on the--ind:ex numbers 
is not significantly affected by changes in test conditions. 
That ·is, there are no significan.t differences in the overall 
relationships among the nine materials for the test condi-
-tions used. 
• J 
ivlachinability Ratings Computed From Cutting Temperatures. 
Appendix E6 iilustrates a method for calcula.ting the con- · 
ventional machinability rating from the .average temperature 
measurements using Cl212 instead _of Cl2Ll3 as the base mater-
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- the scale for ~onunercial· machinab~'lity ra~ings. The rating 
" I 
-·-~~~--==·--'~_..... 
...... -· _ .... -..,c..· ··-·---· . ···- ·-·· -- - . . . ' .... - ..... ·--. -• 
is ca·lculated from the equation: 
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. Temperature of C1212 - K Machinability Rating = iremperature of subject steel - K-----.---------
------·--·-·--·--- ------
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----------· ------- - .. 
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.. where K is a constant used specifically to e)(:pa1:1d the ____ . --==---~-
. ... 
scale and depends on the cutting conditions and tooling •. 







- - -- --- --
-.., 
The machinability.ratings compute~ by use of the above 
equation are given in Table V. 
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High Speed Steel 





























When the ratings based on tungsten carbide data, which 
,, . :, 
-----~_re considered to be more accurate than the HSS data, are 
~ -~ 
· - : -- .~ ·=:: ·· compared to the "G.ommercial ratings in Tab-le II·,·-the ratings· 
-· -----· ._. :. -.:.~--:-::-·--···- ;.;_·.·· 
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Effect of Cold Drawing. A study was conducted to determine 
-- -- -------------- ·- -. , 
the effect of cold drawing on the dependent variables. The 
---.·---·-···-···--· - -~-. ----- •, 
- -··----------- -----·-- ·---------·- - --
.,.:. 
··-- . --------~--------~-- --- ---·-··-----•-----
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,· ,'\ .. ,-,_, 
,. ' . .-~ .. 
·, 
... 
-- - - ---· -·- . - - .. ---- - ·-·- --·-··-------· ----·----------·-·--~...:._,_'!, _______ . ' ____ '·: .... '-- -·: ii 
____ _....___,t'l'""""'a-est-compa.-r-erd-. tne values of the variables "at- the outside. 
-
-------- - ~ 
. 
. ______ .. diameter. of the bars, where the structure· ··had · been co1-d--
-• !-• • 
work.ed, to the values obtained on the second cut ·taken on 
the barswhich were assumed to be unaffected by e9ld draw-
ing. Only the cold drawn, free-machining bars, Cl212, . 
\) .. ., . . 
I j_'' 
' Cl213, Cl2Ll4 and Cl2Ll3 were considered. An assumption ....... - -· --------·~-~----- - ·· 
---- ---
----
is implied in making thist=""analysis that the only difference 
drawing. In fact, there would also tend to.be other struc-
tural and compositional differences which would be pres·ent 
whether or not the bars had been cold drawn. These _pther 
differences are assumed to.be slight and are therefore 
neglected. 
• 




Hardness measlJr~_m.ents were .. made on .... specimen.s of th-e-- ---· ... --·· --. . . . 
- -
four cold drawn free-machining bars to evaluate qifferences, _ . 
-- --- - .. 
- . - -
... 
-----·------· . ' 
in hardness between the dia1neters of the first_and_ s_econa. _____ _ 
Q1:ut-s;. For each of the specimens, four measurements were 
... 
-··:..--,···, __ :__::_ .. ~-.~ :-~ taken at a depth of • QOS inch from the surface, which would. 
,. 
- • .-~~::-: ·- - -, ... ~..::...-.::--:.. .• ---.. ·--· --i.a, . .__ ____ --·· - - -- . -- "" correspond t-o -t-he bar diameter during the first cut. Four 
. 
_ ..___ -···-· ... ~.- .. ------· .. ·----~------~---·--·---·----·-··-··---·-. -- . --··--- .... ·-·-,- ·- .. . -··. -·-·· -- ... ·------ -- -· . -
--. 
------------·-·-----· ------· · ·-ha.r_dnesses· wer·e a·1s9 taken at. a d~pth of • 055 inch, which 
.. . --:· -·-·· ' ·-·· --· .• ,-"-· ' ·- :::-:'.';rt:;;·.-~ , __ -·-···--·-··~ ... . ...... _,.. ___ .............. ·--·-- ........ .. ........ ·'····· -·-- ·- -
·-·--·------~-~:~ ... --~-~-:==~=~~=~·----_-weuia.'·correspond. to the. diameter during trhe s·econd cut. 
It is assumed that .the fira't depth is representative of "G,he 
:,; __ -
-.. •• , • .,l'~ 
-
., effect of cold drawing, while the. second depth represents a . 
-----· 
•• ---- ---
~ ·- -- - . --·· --- ... ------ -- - - - ---
• ·- •·• - • •sa•- ··-·-·-·-
- ---------- - --··- -
. . ---·-------- -
•._,;:.; •• v .. 
... •.... 
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significant absence of the effect of cold drawing.· The 
· individual hardness readings are presented in Appendix E7. 
-· ---------.. ----------
.. 
- . . 
' 
. 
~ An analysis of variance performed on this data (Appendix · 
' 
·" E7) shows that the hardnesses for the cold drawn diameter 
,_ are si·gnificantly greater than those for the non cold 
. 
. drawn diameter, although the magnitude of the difference 
,_· 












- -- ---- .. 
--
- -· - - -- . - - -· ---- -
- -------------·A · seriers of sign tests- were used .to determine what 
" 
influence cold drawing has on temperature, wear and surface 
roughness. The results of these tests 'presented • are in 
'I 
Appendix FJ7. 
Cold working the bar surface· found to have . was a s1g-.. ~..;;,,,.'II 
nif·icant effect in raising the temperature in the case of 
the WC tools, but no effect was measured in the case of the 
• 
------ --·-- - -·-- ---- --· ----·- ·---·--'····· --- ~ - ---·- ~- - -- -- ..... -- - -
-· - . -
- - --- . ·-
high speed steel tooling. The reason there was no effect 
r--
.. 
















- . !:L 
JI: 
I 
·for the HSS tools might be explained by the fact that a D 
. d 
- •)·..-· - - - - ---




- - - - - --
----- ----- -------------·-----'---· i,.;-
·greater depth ·of cut was- ·tak·en which· may ·have tended to 
--obscure- the effect. of-cold drawing •. ,, .. · -
- " - ~---·· --- '. ,. 
-- -~Cold· drawing does not~ sho,'IJ a significant ef-fect on 
... - . ----···-· ---- -.. ·-· ···- .. 
. - . - ·-·· ,. ·-·- - ---·····;,..,, _______ --- ......... ·-····-···-··--
- . ~ --
--
. ·-· ···- --··· - ···--·- ---·····-· ·--··-·······-----·--·---------------. ---------·- -
-
- - - - - - . 
-··--- _________ ., .. -=---~-----------_ ··-:--fl.-aiik wear for either type of to9l ing. The data, however, 
. -· ....... ~ --·-···· ... . 
~---.. --------------.;....---~ace·~·- ·seem···tc,··-·siiigge-s·t···that ···furthe~-·-~t~dy might indicate there 
is a tendency for cold drawing to increase tool wear, 
-- .-.-----,--,.--, 
-. 
0 0 ·-·-•··• oL•-•• 
-~--~-
-~-------------· -- . -
'.....( 
The sign test does not reveal any significant effect 
on -surf ace· .f itfish ._._£6.r. _ the_ .. coia=w.orke·.a ___ s~tructuriei ___ ~~at~=thi:L ··---·-·------~----------- ·-------·---•---· ... __ ,.. --- ,.. . . . . . 
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surface of the bars. The data is, 
the possibility of such an effect. 
I 
again, suggestive of 
For example, J.• t . can 
--- - --·--------- -~~ ---- ---- ---- --- ._,._ "-·- ------·· ------·- . 
be observed that all of the negative differences are of 
small magnitude, while the positive differences are, • in 
~ .. - .. J 
·' 
several instances, quite large. 
.:. 
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!, . Conclusions 
1.. . .. , ..•. 
.• -t.. 
. ------------- --- .. ·_ 
-
---- . 
--·,-- ·-------... :____ .:_ ···---·· -- . - . 
--·-" 
··· · -~-~- ~---- ____ , ... _ -=-. L.- -.}fhe in~ependen-t-: var-i-abl-es-(-wer~--··-ma-ter±-a-1---aUd--·-condi:- --- --·--· .... ._ ............. . 
tions) proved to have signifi<:!ant effects on all three 
depend~nt variables (temperature, wear and surface finish) 
in this experiment. Variation of the ct1tting conditions. 
when high speed steel was used had a signif.icant influence 
on wear and surface finish, bgt not on temperature. 
I 
2. For the three test conditions used in this ·experiment, 
··· temperature ranked the materials in the most consistent 
t 
or·der. Wear showed the least mutuality of agreement among 
.. 
the three conditions. 
""' 3. Of the three variables in the _cutting process ( cutting 
·. . ... ' - - .. -·•·-·-·--~- •-• .~ .. , -~·-··~.M"'-"-•W" ,,,•• •. , •• ,.,. '"·•••••'•"''°" • . • 
temperature, flank wear and surfac·e finish), machinabili ty 
----~~--
.,,.__ __ _ 
.......... --•·- - ..... ----.. y·, ........ : - - - - - --------- - ------- -- ._ . .:..::.:....:.....:.....: _____ .. ---····-··---- ----·····-------- - . --·· . 




best agreement with ac_cepted cornmetcial rankings • 
• 
-- -4~ · An examination of temperature index numbers showed that 
_________________ test condit_ions_ .{tooling and_ cutting conditions) have a 
_.... ------ --- - -'lo-·--·-----···--..... --.-----·-· - - . -·--·- --·- . ·- .. , ,_, ... , -.. - .. _ .......... _ ........ _ .... _ ···l--·-.... -,.-
-----···----·--------~----·· --~--s-i-q-n-if-~cant~·in·fluen,ce · on the relative expansion of the index 
·--·-·· ,., .. ----···---·---~·-·---.. -··'--· .. ' ... -
. - . ..,i .... . 
---------~·---------~----------·-. -
, ___ .. __ ,H __ ----- -· • 
scale, -.but not on the overall relationships among the ~lne 
0 
_____ ... _ .. _____ --WOr]t material S • -- --- - --· - ---- -- --- . ---------····-· -
.. -··----· 
.~ 
., .... " . - . . . 
-- ------ --------------·-
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s. Cold drawing 
' 
appears to cause a slight but statistic-
allv 
. .t. 
• • .r: • J-Si gn1 ~c J.. can'- • increase • in 
.. -~· . --- ·---
.. shallow depths of cut. For deeper cuts, any effect of 
'· 
cold-drawing seems ·to be obscure.a. Cold drawing had no 
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·Recommendations for Future Study 
~-,-----. --.:,-~-~--~-·--- .. ___________ ,,, _______ _ 
. V 
'· . '~. - -
_ .. _ .... ,_ .. --------···---. ··--y- ---
., 
...... ,-.•--·-----:-·-- ~ -- ~·--:-~---~---During the aour·se. of this investigation, several 
problems have beeri encou·ntered. and questions h_~y~ been 
raised, the comple~e answers to which would have require_d 
_. greater time and thought th.an was possible here. . '!'he 
. ·~----:- -------.. =-:-. _- ., - _- - - -- ·-"···· 
J problems wer_e overcome with the expedience necessary to 
get at the real issue of this research,· and the questions,· 
most of them left unanswered or answered only partially, 
- -- -, -------- -
were put off, so to·speak, until another day. Be low arEf - -- -- ----- -- ---- ---
------ .--- ,- - - ----------- - - ·-- --
listed some -of these possible areas for future study. 
the researchers in this field concerns the basic definition 
---------------------·~.....:-,~----------~-----· -- of the ·t--e·rm ·machinabi-1-ity. - ·What does the word mean? It 
see~s as though a good qe_al of , energy has been devoted, \. 
throughout the years, to the cause of developing machin~ 
--
Ha------- ------ ------- - - - - . - - ~' -· --~~·· _.. -- -·-- ·- --· 
------ --·- -
··-··· . ------
- -- • •• ••• , r - •· •· 
-... --·-·' -· _ .. ~. :_· _. __ ---· -···-
ability ratings by different test methods and then arguing 
about which method is most reliable (and ~his report is no 
exception in t_his cri ticis1n). But, very little time----has0--- -· -·-·-·- -· - - .. - ·-- -·---· . 
---------------___: __ c ____________________________________ l>eeri -spent -on what it all n1eans. How much better is a 
- . ;, -·~ .. 





--~--- --- - -
-···----.1:--·-·----········· .. ·· . 
steel with,a )Jlachinabilityrating equal to 200% than a steel 
_______ · _____ -- _ -- -_________ with machinabili ty. equal to 100%? _ ·1n comparing the· two 
·----·-- - ------- ·---- -- . 
.. -·- ·- .. ··-·-··-·-----~---·- -·--·- - ---------···-- ·-----
. . 
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steels C1212- and Cl213, the respective conunercia-1 machin- -
. 
ability ratings are seen ·to 'be 100% and· 134% (Table II) •. 
However 
- -- - - _I if temperatur_e were used to compare the two --steels,-
I' ... 
- -· - J'",-.-- ·-- -- - -
it is seen that their respective cutting ·-temperatu~es dif-
fe_r by about 40°F., a relatively small percentage differ-
ence, yet this difference has been proved to be statistic-
ally significant. How much should this difference be 
I 
--~---:~·:-__: --·-----~-- -- , .· -_- expanded, or depressed, in order to obtain a. true idea· ef'----
=---'---· -
... 
- -~----~ - ~ - ----
--
~- ---
the relative difference in machinability? The variable 
th~t really matters in a machining operation is not forces, 
. . 
or power, or even tool life: the thing that counts is cost. 
Does the machinability rating of a manufacturing material 
~~ ----~~----···--
represent its relative machining cost? Should the machin-
ability rating be the same for all types of machining 
- . . 
operat~ons or should it ·reflect the inherent differences· 
. . 
between operations? The sea~~h for ~swers to these ques-
~ 
• ~ 0 
-2. The cutting temperature test is alleged a.to be a 
short time_ te~-~:~-. ___ Howev~:1;1 whi._J.g _____ the _____ a_c_tual ___ cutt._i_n_g _____ tinle ____ .. __ _ 
------------~-- ------ ---------
- -------·-------···-•---- -- --·--·· -- --· -~-···--····------- ------···---~--·---- .... 
- ·-·--·-··-·· --
·- .. - ·----·--·-··--·-·----------
J 
----------·-···-·~---·---~ 
: --··-·.involved in performing the test· is short, this part of the-·-
. . - ' 
--· -· ... ··-. . . . . ·- . ~. ~ . -
- -· . --·· - . - - .,. . . -••. ·'" .. ... . ........ , ·········--- ··• ····-- -- ··------·-·· .. ., . ·-. - .. . ... -";' 
- ----------
~,_ i ·' . ' l 
test must be backed up by a rather time-consuming and 
\ 
painstaking calibration---procedure. If a technique were 
---· -------
'· 
-- ---- --------- -----~-- -__ J ____ ~ ~ -- -----~ ·--~ ~- --~-. - -- - - _ \ _ - - -:-- --- -- -~ --- -_-_ ~ ~--·-_·_·--·--·-· --- .. ----- ·-------- --· ·:·· ------------- -·-·- ------- -- -- ·----·- --· .. -- - -- --~--------·: __ ----- -- . --- ··---~~~---__ ----~--,-----· ·-- -------···---- --· 
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' I - ~ -,-- ·---------~-------------- ---- --- . 
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I 
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_ ... :•.; :. ~ . 
. · ._:-c ___ developed -for taking ·cutting temperature measurements 
--~-- -----· 
which did.not require such a calibration, the cutting - .!.. -~. - - - -.J ••• : ,. . 
-- ---~- -----------~ ,·-· 
temperature test would be a real ~time-save~ •. · 
• 
- - -- ----- -----·-- --- - -· -
I 
3.· Professor K. J. Trigge~ of the University of 
Illinois touches on the subject of using temperature _ to 
rate machinability in one of his papers (32) •. He recom- .:-
mends derivation\of a ratio based on the relative cutting 
-- -·-- .... ,. ·- - --- • -·-·.-·•--- .. . I ·-;- .,.. ···------:..::;;::· ·--··- . -,<.-
II 
'· C1 I 
· 1. . 
.• _, .... ___ ··--·---•-- - -r-·· -----·· -···------- -- -···· 
~ ... :. 
. speeds necessary to develop a certain cutting temperature 
for various materials. This procedure should be investi-
gated as a possible ~lternative to the approach ?used in 
this research. Trigger I s method would prove to be more 
-t-i-me-ean-sumi-ng,----but· there Wou1a· ·be some advantage in deter-
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. plus alloy sulphides 
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2. Heat Treatment. The following heat treatment of the 
.,, 
HSS was carried out in controlled atmosphere furnaces: 
a. Preheat at 1450 - 15SOOF. .,, 




c. Air quench 
d. Double temper at 1000 
-
lOSOOF. 
A hardness of Re 66-67 was attained with this treatment. 
* Taken from Data Sheet published by·Latrobe Steel Company 
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• The R. K. -LeBlond Machine Tool Company. 
.. 
2. ·· Varidyne Control Unit, u. s. Electrical Motors,· Inc. 
3. Prc,·filometer - lJJ:odel 741, Micrometrical Manufact~ring 




Toolmaker 1 s Microscope 
-·tamb optical co. 
. -
- Type 33-14-06, Bausch and 
Machinability Computer, General Elect~ic Co. 
·Recording Potentiometer, "Electronic Continuous 
~alance Unit" - Model No. RY153XlB-VAH-ll-lll-163L3, 
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Division. 
7.,. Multiple Point Recording Potentiometer - Model speed-
omax H, Leeds and Northrup Co. 
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8. Jagabi Speed Indicator (Tachometer) - Cat. #9911, 
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Grade of Di·ameter Thermocouple. Temperature ,.- ' .. , .. Wear Finish . · . _ _ _ _______ . , , 
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,., Steel ~ {Inches) (m 0 v 0 ) ,(°Fo) (Inches)_ _(e-.inch) 
cio4o HR 
. . -- - . ~ . .. - ' - . -
1 · Li 8LL 14.70 1168 .0022 40 • :r ... ····• .. _,...,.. ___ . ---------------·- .... -
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Grade of Diameter Thermocouple Temperature , iv~ar Finish ~ 
· Stee·l Jirtches)_ (rnev.) (°F.-) (Inches) (f-inch) 
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-----·---- ·---------· Cutting Condition 1: (contiriued) 
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C12Ll3 CD 1.242 
1.235 
1.238 
Cl022 HR 1.480 
1.328 
1.178 
Cl040 HR 1.47 19 
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1.181 
Cll41 HR 1.538 
l.3ij6 
1.225 
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2: (continued) 
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1. Tungsten Carbide .,Tooling 




















2. High Speed Steel Tooling 
Grade of Steel Temperature 
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~ppendix C: Calibration Curves 
1. Tungsten Carbide.Tooling 
(),,, 
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T ·= 85.5 X - 181 
T = 86.8 X - 188 
- T - 86.9 X - 193 
T = 86.6 x. - 188 
,._ J. -- • 
T = 87.7 X - 165 
T = 88.1 X - 127 
T = 84.3 X - 163 
T = 85.0 X - 164 
'l' = 88.0 X ·- 123 
• 99917 . 
• 99904 









where T is temperature, x is millivolt output from 
---·--------~-t-ool--ch-ip thermocouple. -- - - - -
.. 
* R2 is the coefficient of determination and is based on 
. ., 
. - ,,-, -· l'": - ' 
:,. 
-- .. ' ' .•' ----·· 
- - . -- --~ -- ---
- -- --- ·--unbiased ·variances. The square- root of the coeffici-ent 
of determination, R, is the correlation coefficient. 
--------·- ---- - - -- ---- ·-- --- ·----·~· , .. - - -
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J Pigu.ro 14: Calibration Curve: T-15 High Speed Steel vs. c12r,·· 
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.Figure 171 Calibration Curve: T-15 High Speed St,eel,vs. 01022 
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Appen.dix ·. D: Calculation of.Specific Energie~ 
' - -- -- . -~ -
-·---~~ ~~---_---~--- -~---·;:_:-:_:;:_.~-·-·--·-··-·---~·· .~ C~ ttj_ng_~q~;nd~t~~oE~- ~~-~~- ~~i;-e_ are those used __ t~" ~/- ··.-- .· _ ----~~---==~~- ==---=----:::.._··---·-·-
• <fl 
.. ·-~ 
---·--------------·-- --------"-------~---------·--·-·,--· --=-· -----
·!I'rigge·r and Chao paper (34) to calculate corresponding 
rises in temperature • Equations used in.the calculations 
belG>TN are found in Vidosic (35), pp. 355-36_4. * 




Cutting Conditions: --------- ·- - - -- - --- - - ----- -- - - - --
. . . .,. 
. Cutting Force_, Fe :::; __ ~"3T8- lb.· 
Tangential Force, Ft= 192 lb. 
Rake angle,~= 4 deg. 
- Cutting speed, V ~ 300 sfpm 
Depth of cut, b = 0.102 in. 
Feed, tw = 0.0098 ipr 
. ,"-
Chip thickness ratio, r = 0.375 
- -- - -
(Work Material= NE 9445 mill-annealed, 183 Bhn) 
(Tool Materfal = Triple Carbide) 
tp = -1 Shear Angle =_tan . r cos "' 
--·· -1-~r sin ei< 
-~. _ .. =;;- .. . --<.-·---,.- -·-- -- -··-----·--- -----·- ..,·:·-
., 
---· ---- --· ---·- ... ----·- --·· . -· ·. - . ··- ·---- _. ....... ___ ... - -""'--··- -· .. ·- .... -·· -. 
. .•. : • --·· .• -- ·- 7 - . •-- ---- -- . ·-· •• ·- ~- '·- - • - ---·-·- -- . - ~-,- - --.... -- --- -~- _ .. __ •, --------- -~--
----------·---·--·--·-·------·--~-----::--.---"----~--'---',---...:.-..C___:_:__-.:.:.:___.:,....,_---,-~_-=:, 
,y 
-- ·•·- -·-- .... - -- -···--- ---- ----·---
---------------- ----
.. 
- --· - r . 
..- ···- . --··-· - ----··-·····--- .. - -- ... -. - ·------------··· 
:: ~------... -----~----··-:--~~-=------·~:·-~*--·The . equc:t. ttons_. J__i,~~-~-~-----!n_ .Y~92~ic are for ortliogonal or . 
~=--_.,·_ · ·-.. ·-=_:_ ·· ... - -· -- --_--.,,.-.----~---=--~- --· two·-dinten·s1·o·rra1··- .. c,ut·ti:n:g ~---···'(j1hej:~e~a~ef ···tne··· ·cutt·irfg ··si"llt·u~rE·re~-:-.-~~=~--==~----- ~===--=:=:--.~~:·:~=~.~ 
- . considered in this exa1uple is three-=clirnensional o ___ _ _ _ : ~::.-~ 
~~-----__ -· ~~-~-- -~--.. ~--"---"·HO\AJ.ever, for th1e purpose of detern1in .. ing relative .... m.agrti----"-· ----~·-. --~----·-------
. . . 
tudes, which .. is the purpose here, the assu1nption of 
___ ..... ____ ... __ _________ _ orthogonality is adequate •. 
I 
------,. 





-- - --- -· . ·-~ - -- . - - - -- - -- ------·--- ~ 
'--,r 
-----,---: _________ :, ____ ~_ - - --•-,-----~-- . ··-· ·- .. 
-, 
. ·- ______ ._._\ __ . -··-.---·· ·-·--. . ·-·-··· ,( .... - . -
... , ............... - .. . - -




F s = Shear Force = F c cos.1' - Ft · sin <f, 
-= 378 X 0. 927 - 192 ·x 0.374 = 279 lb.· __ 
.., .. ·"-· 
F · cos oe 
. s 
u8 = Shear Specific Energy ;:: btw· cos( 'P _ e,() 
·' 
I.' ' 
. - ~- - - -. - .. - -- -~--- - . -----------·--
' 
-- -- - . -----~ 
, 279 X 0.99756 
= 290,000 in.-lb./in.3 .... ..... '-- - 0.102 X 0.0098 X 0.960 
.... ,,.._, . _,.. ___ - - . ,- '-· r .••. -,-, .. - , - , - , .,_ ,,-, , •. , ~ ~·, .. ·; '"' ·•-·.:a··· • ·.·:~ ...... ·.-·· ··:·· :•. ,·.•;·-=.··.~ .' :•·: • .,--~?""-···· -:•.' ,•, · '-'- ., •• ,, •·· ' 
" 
-- - -
Fr = ·Friction Force :: Fe sinot + Ft cosa 
= 378 x 0.06976 + 192 x·o.99756 = 218 lb. 
... r. . ~· .: .. ....,,.... . ':--- .- ---- : 
Uf = Friction Spec1fic' Energy= 
_ 218 X 0.375 · 3 










!~ us + u f - -- -- - ' . ~ 
~ 
....... ·······~ 
Total Specific Energy= 
- . . 
- - -·· ' - ··-· -·- . - .. - --- -···-·--·-· . ' -- . ··-. 
= 290,000 + 82,000 
= 3 7 G ~ ~-j_;_~=i_q __ .-/--i-n-. _3 _____ ______..::_------:--,------ ~ 
- __ -.-.·. --,---~ -··-_---·---,., ___ , ___ --'-··. --·--·---.- -------··. ---···---·--·---·-·· - -~·-- .. 
p 
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- -- - -----------,--•··-----------· 
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• 
l._ ... Temperature: .. - Analys·is of-~ va:rianc.e-------·-----·----------~-
~---'---'---- ----------------------------·----- ----- ----------------
No. of· Factors .... ,: 
- - --·=tevels of A: l'\Jork Materi-al. 
Leve.ls of B: Tooling 





Degrees of Sum of 















1027824. 128478. 141. 3* 2.08-
II 
-- -------~·-... I 
- -960691. Sl5.0* 3.98 ---- -- - ~B-- '-:- :-- ~~-:~. -~ - . .. ,.~---~·-- - -·- _.,... _____ ,._-~ _____ . -
---- - --------- AB 2016 .8 2. 22* 2.08 
II C 















(136.9) ( • 196) 
909.5 1.30 
- (1588.0) - (2.26)* 
700.0 
* Significant effect at 95% level of significance 
2. Wear: Analysis of Variance 
No. of Factors 
· j 
Levels of A: work Material 9. 
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1. Temperature: _ Tungsten Carbide: _ Cl212, -Cl213, e12r,-14 -~--
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Analysis of Variance 
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Error 16 _ 2946.6 184.0 
Duncan Multiple-Range Test: Data separated between 
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* Significant difference at 95% level of significance 
- -·-· ~ .. - ,..,_. ____ --··· -
2. Temperature: Tungsten Carbide: 
~ 
Cl144, 4140 ACD 
r· . Analysis of Variance 
------------No. of Factors 
Levels of A: Work Material 
___:_::.:=-==--- _·--: ___ . _ _ . __ :~ ---~_,.-- Degrees e-£--. - Sum of -----
Squares - - - -,-_.' ~---,·-·····-- . - · - --~· Ef feet Freedom 
A 4 1897 3. · 
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- --·-·----. ----· . ---
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Duncan Ivlultiple-Range Test: 
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-Mean 
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,, 
Error degrees of freedom= 25 
Sample size= n = 6 
Mean squares error= MSE =- 425.0 
] . Sx - (425/6)~ = 8.41 
rp - 2.92 -
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ranking of work materials agrees among the three ·cutting 
conditions. for the variables tempera·ture, wear and surface 
finish. 
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which measures the mutuality of agreement for the three set.s w . r- ·· 
, . , 
of .cond:i tions ~nd tooling. Equations for its calculation· 
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8 24 
9 ·27c 
* d = deviation about mean which= 15 
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** Both have temperatures= 9690F.: thus, a tie exists 
-for 6th and 7th rank. The ave~age is 6~. 
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· 4 •. · Test of pignificance for Rank Correlation 
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The Chi-square distribution can be used to test the .. 
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significance .of the above coefficients of concordance. 
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The statistic is calculated as follows:~· --- - --- -- -- -• - - - • •- -• • _,__ ·• •. L ••· --· - • ·-• • - -- • 
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For Surface Finish: 
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Rank correlation methods are again used to make ·the 
'· 
comparison. A statistic called the Spe~rman • s !° coefficient. 
denotes the degree of agreement between two rankings and is 
calculated by the equation - - -- - ---- --
. --~--, ---~- ·-· 
•. 
-- - - ·--- ----- - --
•-. ------.~---
..,., . ·-· -· . - -·· 
- ..... -·--·· -- ___________ ') --------·-
·~-------.. -
' . -~·-·"T""· - ·---··· . 
where d2 is the square of the difference between the two rank-
ings. At a value of+ 1, the Spea:anan's coefficient shows 
perfect agreement. At a value of-· 1, the coefficient means 
'perfect disagreement, the rankings a~e completely reversed. 
The calculation is made as follows: 
1. Temperature vs. Commercial Sources • 
-
Material Temperature Commercial 
.. ·······- -------·-
Cl2Ll4. 1 1 0 0 _. Z ( d 2) = 12 
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It is seen that, ~n making the calculation, no i;ating 
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_____ ,,._s~t~~tion, C.12Ll3 is dropped _____ from ~he temperat~== list and _______ -___ ----""-_~-J.-.·-_,:---------tl 
' ' 
·. 
· new ·rankings are provided, which take into account Cl2Ll3's 
,<? 
·. - omission. In all three comparison lists of rankings there 
are .similar omissions which are handled similarly during 
the computation off. The remaining values for Spearman's 
-~oefficient are found ·to be as follows: 
2. Temperature vs. Bethlehem Test:f ~ 1.000 
-- --~--.~.--~ ··-•-,•--··u ·--·--·-•--
~---- - ···-----· 
--- -- __ -- --·3- -- Temperature vs. ASME Rankings: f = 0.8~7 ~ ... -__ 14 
~-J ' • 
" 
4. Wear vs. Commercial sources:()= 0.690 
5. vlear vs. Bethlehem Test: f = _ 0.800 
6. Wear vs. ASME Rankings: f) ~ 9.786 
-surface Finish vs. Commercial sources:/:.: 0.571 
8. Surface Finish vs. Bethlehem Test: ;i: O. 300 
-- -~--~--
9. Surface Finish vs. A.SME Rankings:. t' ·= O. 643 
Just·as an added point of interest, the agreement between 
..... -• ·-- -···- ... _ .. __ -·· ···--·---------·-------------·---·-
-. 
- - - . . ·-· 
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iisted by the ASME can be_ checked with the Spearma-n-e0efficient. ·_ ---- ---
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1. · The reason for using the t~mperature index con-· 
vention rather than the usual convention for machinabi:1-ity 
ratings involves· one of the mathematical properties of index 
11. numbers. The problem is in the selection of whe.ther .the 
·base material variable will be the denominator or the numer-
' ato·r of the index number. Taking a hypothetical situation 
as an illustration of the problem, suppose that three temp-
erature readings were taken on two materials as follows: 
Cl212 (Base Material): 
-------------------------- - -
- ---- -- --- - ·-- -
-
' 
__ f • 
------- -- --·-- - ---- ~ -- ·-- -
. ' 
Ave. Temp.= l000°F • 
. , 
. 








13000F. . Ave. Temp. = lSQOOF. 
-l 7000F. · 
- - . 
-
. - - -·· - ·-· -· - -- ·-·· . - - .... 
--- ·····-- .... -- ·-··-------- -- ----
--- ··--- - ·-··-·-···"··· ---· ····--. -
. ' 
- - - "" -- -• •-• -• •••· ---- - ----·•··-·--···-·-•-·-----•·······-·······-•w-•"· 




-- - -- ··----- -
--- - --- . . -----·· .. ·- __ :_~--=-·==-==~~.:_._,:..:.-..;.___ ial X would be based on the ratio of the two materials • 
.... --
•·· ... -- . 
-Since material X machines at highe,r temperatures, -:i-t--i-s- less- --· -- ------·-
. \ 
machinable and the machinabili ty index would be less than _J_Q_Q%_41 ________ : ____ :. -------~~~ 
"';. · 
_ . _. ---· ... ,... ....... _ _ _ . __ ·-:-: ...... _.'_'., .. -........ -~::.:_·_'_.l .. -- · ··--··-···--· ·--.. r-----····-··· .. ··.:.·-r ___ .. ·.:-.:·~-~-"'"" .. ~·* .. "'-" ........ _, •• ,,,.,,, ... ~,;..,.,.... .• ,....,.~-....,.,.~-.r-""~ .. :,~~,., ... ,. ... ~_, .. ,,.,...,,,..,_,__.n-••-- ......... ~ ... --•·~··-... •M.,,.~ .. u,,--;----·--. _ .. ·---·---:-- ,-.- _ . -· ... ----- -- --· . - -··----······--. -· ---
-- I - - ·--- --·- •. -·· 
~---=-··•-··-•-••• •. , •. - . •ca- .co.· .,,_.,- - • · 
·--- - ------- ---· ··- . 
------~-·------~-:-,-_ :-· -~=-=-;-----·· · ___ ··_.Ma.ch. Ra ting = ---··· ... - ---1000/l500 = 0.667 
"i. 
-- ------------- ----·------·------------·- ··--·------ -·- -··-·· -·- -- - -,.----·-· -
-· -- __ .. - - ·---- ,·-- ·-- --:---- ----·- -----
... --·----··"· --- - . 
' 
. • ··'• , •--~·--"'',-.,.,, ....... _,.,. -·•·-----·-~~""'""_,. __ ,,.-~ • .;._. _______ , ___ ,_tt....___,,.,,,..~.1;..;,.,~•.:.-.-.-..., ,...,.,..,,.....,,. o_,,..,•.-•-"-' • -···-·~ ............... ,.......-.,.--...,,•.---,.•-"'.-..•-"""------- ' ",_,·,::~· 
---- -- - ·------------- -- . -- --;,-- - -· --- - ...... -....... ,,...,.., ... ,---···-.. -····-·"···-~-----~ .. - ... ...... , ...... -: ..... · . .. , .. "'"-"'""'' ····-··· .. ~-··-~-·.,·--"~~-·- .. ····---------. ----·-17 
· · In a statistical test, the interest would focus on the spread 
--· - -
····-·---·-------~--~·-_:_:=-·--·-----of ther ;individual data points. In other words, three ra-nk-
i . 
' 
-·· ·· -~~'------·------j.J1gs would be obtained·: 
\ . ... .... ,, .,,.1 
,··:' - ; ,· -
.. .. 
- :-:: .- ,; ... :--•::: ---=-- ,. =· - - -:-__ ,:__=~-=--=-- .. -. -- -- -- -
' 
-··· - .. -·- . 
I 
• --- --~-
- i : - ~. r.-
p 
----
---~,·:_ __ ---::_- __ -• - -_, ·•·_.,_"•"'."·._'_• __ -~,•><»,,u ... _, _______ _ 
-· --- ·- ---
----- - ·- -, • ------ -------- ;·--f, - - -- - - - -. 
' 
.... --- ----·---------·-·----··---·-·----.-----·--··----·-···-·--·--·--------·----,-.. --·--;---·-----,_--- --:·::--- - . : 
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.. 
~ ,., .• 
, .. •,,.' . 
, ... . . 
•·,, I Mach. Rating 1 - 1000/1500 - 0.667 
Mach. ,,.Rating 2 - 1000/1300 - 0.770 - -.. - ..... -
- ''· 
Mach. Rating .3 1000/1700 - 0.589 - - __ ,i '-: . 
. , 
The ·ave rage of these ratings is seen to equal O. 6 75 · or _ _·_ -~ :-~:-~----~-~ -:--·-----~:-=------~~~:--
67. 5%, which is greater than 66.7%. For the base material, 
the same phenomenon occurs. 
- - - - -·. ·- ----
- ~- ~-- ---
-·. ,_ - -
. -·-- - .. ·---~&- -
Macho Ra·ting 1 - 1000/1000 - 1.000 - - .•.. 
Macho Rating 2 - 1000/1200 - .833 
- -
-
---- ---- ---~-- ------------- -~-- Mach .. Rating 3 1000/800 1. 250 
\ 
The average rating equals 1. 028 = 102~. 8%, different from-.-100%. 
"" ·' . - --- - ------ ··--
-- --·- -·-·-- ·------------------------·--"---- - - -----~----·-------
. 
-------~----- -·------------
Although the spread in the data- .is· exaggerated to make the 
' 
--- - - -
~-
-peint, the same characteristic would affeGt the index numbers -- --·- --
to a greater or lesser extent whenever the dependent variable 
• 
of the base material is used as the numerator of the index 
-
number. When the base material ts used for the denominator 
in the ratio, this effect does not occur. ··,.'.1-This is the reason .. 
-~ --.---. --- ---::-- ·- --
- - - -- -- - -----~ -- - ----~- . 
why the "temperature index convention" was used in analyzing 
- -------------
_:~_-------= -- ---::~---·----~-:::::···-----· .... _. ~~~ data rather than the industry convention. . . 
- --------- ------ --------
---····- .. ·-- -- ---------·-------- ... -_-·- .. ··..::· . .:..:..:. _ _:-=--::___:_-:__ -----·--·-···----·-- ·---··- .·, 
·--·· -·- - ..... _ -----·-----------------···· ysis pf·- variance --on- data -which makes·:·.-up--- tl.le. Tabl~----.---~-----'---
·-·-.. -~_-:::==·· ~ 
. - . 
. ··-·--···. -·- ···-·-----~------------·-- -----~- -
.") ' ~· .,, , 
. ( The i.ngividual ·index numbers· ·on which the~. ~nalysfs was per..:-=·--·- -
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formed are presented in Table VI o·n page 126. _ 
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Analysis of.Variance: 
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(2.72)* 
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, ___ . -~-~-·······-~----... ,.~_., . .,... ,- -. 
·· 127 
. ' 
. ·, ",. 
•,: ' 
f · 3 ~ To expand the index scales so that the three scales 
----, - ---------- ----- ------ ·-·--··--·----- ·---------------·-------·-------.---·-------- ---·-------·-- --·-·-----------· ---------.. ---·-·----------------·----- ... -- ... - --···-·· ·--- -
were spread out equivalently, tl1e following procedure was ·. 
--·- · -----------·---·------· -___ · _=11-s:ed_. ___ ..... -The .indice_s ____ from __ .the-- Table-----I-V:--~----Temperature·· Index-----------'-----~ 
Numbers were sunune~ according to conditions. ' · ... 
- ----~---·---------··- ----.--.- -·-' 
--
- -- -- ..... ---
WC HSS . . 
-eondi t.ion 1 Conditiori 2 ---- . ---·-, - - . --·---
·-------- --- ------·- --· .. ----·----
-------------- --
_:::---:-:--- ~ - - ----------------- ···--···---------- -·-
--·- -· ... . ----- - -- -- - -
. . 
/ ' 10.338 11.440 10.948 ~ 
- - -·----
. .zel 
.. , .. ---~-·-
-
,· 
- - . -- - - - ·- - -- -- ~ 
. . . 
For we, 10.3.38 -_9·,ooo = 1.338 
----- =-=~ 
-· .. - --·--·- --------- .For HSS, Condition 1, 11.440 - g, oob- = 
9,000 = 
• .• r ~ - ---_y---- _ _,_.-• . __ --- -----·.~--- ---._-. ____ ----~~---"---- ·-- :------ "; . __ 
2.-440 -
------------
-- - --For . HSS, Condition 2, 10 ;948 - 1- 948 -. - - -- ---- ------- -- - ---- ----- ------------ - -·-----------·-· -· 
------.... -------
Multi 1 I factor f_or___iie 2 .44_0.Ll. 338 ing - -
- -
·-Mu-1 tiplyi-n.g factor for HSS, Condition 1 -
-
1. oo· - ---- - --- --- ------ ------ ----
Mul. ti'plying factor for HSS, Condition 2 -- 2. 440/l. 948 = 1.25 
. . 
· -·----·----- _________________ Each mu_l_tiply_ing factor is used to expand the range of index -- .... - ---- --- - ~-·-- --~ -------··---. 
-- - - ------------ -
--~-- - ---·- ·- ··- -
numbers .for the proper conditions in the following manner: 
"' 
For the first element in the Table: Index Numbers From Raw 
-------------~ ~- - Data, which has the val.u.~ 1.0-16~ the rnultiplyj..ng factor is-----~ 
· applied to value above o_r below 1.000. 
1 000 + - -1·-- -·s--2 --·-.x- .. A---0-1-l:.-:-=· --1· ---A-29----- .. · ·- ·- ------• _ _ _ . _ • _ . . __ __ , V • __ .. ~ _ • V . _ _ . . _ .. ,_ _ _ . __ -··· -- - -- . .. -
- . --- --- . ------- -
• 
_fqr the second element in the Table, 
------··----·- -- - ______ . ·- -
--- - -- - ··- - ... - ---··- ---- ---· ---------------------------
-------------·--··--··---··----·--·· ---
1.000 - 1~82 X 0.020 = 0.964 
~ 
-- . - - -· -- --·--·- -----·· ;'-- -- - ~ - - . 
·- -----·· ·---·----
lj. - - - - ----·-- -- - --~1:ne··· erement·s~ so ·~t:h·at·-·tn.e ___ resti.lt·±n -- Tabl-·e __ ... Tab.le -VII .is·-- - -.... . . . .. 
-·-······-·-··---.. ------·-- -_ ... ~-~... - -- --·-··----··-~----· ··········-··--· ... -·- ····---·-·-··· ·-·-·· ...... _, ....... -·- -------·--- --· ··--··--·--·-·· ...................... ·----- ···--·· ------·--- .. ··---····-·-···-·---·---·---·-·-···· -··---····-·-·-g ··-·--···-··-·---·-----·--- ·-------' ··-·· I ... -····-···--·····-····-·---~------------~-----·---....... , ... . 
i". 
--------- __ , ,.- - " 
. . , 
- -- ·-··--- ---- __________ _____:..<..----· 
----- --
----- --




- ---------- ------------· ·--
-~- - --- ·-- -- --- - -- . ----
- - -- - - ---- - - -- - - - -
···. -------~ -----·--- -- -- ---------- -
·- ---------- -- ------ ~-- ------------- - --- --- -- ' - --- ----- ,, ___ ---------_-:_-_ _______ __: __ :__-· --, ... _ --------- --- --_--- --· ___ ---:_"····--···-· -
·--·-· ------- ·----------: . -~-






... - . -
------
--~-----
- - - ·- ----- ---· ----- -
. ' -- -- - -----~-- - - . . 
. ' - . . 
- --- .... 
- ------- --- --· -:,; - - . 
----
------
------ , .. 
------- ) - _,---1-'-. -
'. 
.. __ , ____ , _____ . 
---~·-·----- .... ~_,,. •• ? -- ..: ••• ·- .. • •. ~.:c·,, .. 
- ---- ___ -___ .. ___ -, ___ _... . . - - -· ----·-·-· ---------.·_---. ~--- :._-· .. --::-~:.:_·~~- _---:_·. - ~-. •· ___ ·_ ... _ __:...:.::_-::-:--- -··--·""c'.=:....:·-----"-·------------~-----...:. .... _________ --~----- ----- ------ - ----
---~ ... ...-.. -.-
"'-" -., .. _ .. 
- - ·-·-·---- ----·, -- •-
... ·- -.--·' 
. --- ·---- ... . ...... ·-
- -.·••-«• •--- •·-·----- - ·-••• • • ,- - •• -• •------~ - •••- •-•- •-•-------•••• .----- • - ---- ---- ---- - - • • • - ----••- -••-••• • L ----- •-••-•- ------ --- - •-- - -
·-------- --- --------·--·------- ________ .. _ ··-- --
1 I - ' - ·- ~-.,-.. ------------•--• • 
- -•- -·- ···-····"'"'. 
-·- -•• ----- --·- - ··-···- ·- -· ----- -- - -- -- --- ------------------------. -- --
. -- - - -
. - ··-·- -·. ·-·---· 
--- ---- - ---- - ------- ------~---- -·--------~------ -- ____ _,, ___ -~----~--- ------- . 
• ----·-------:--:·:: .. · ..=-~=-=--· ~-----·-_ /•-·----·• -•--:-. ·.:.:::-~r=-'.:__:·-•·-::..:......:-~:~:~i:··~;.:: .. : .. _- --CC 
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Condition 1 Condition· 
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• I : 
- . ' 
·- ···-·- -------- . ---· -- ·-···· ---·- -: ..... --~----···· ·- .... ·:..--:-:-•. ·. - -_ . - - - -- - - - . ------ ·:-:;-· ·····----·--_. -- - -- -- ... '' 
· 12·9 
- ,,_·.· .... · .... 
\!:' .• 
• I 
. .. - ···- ·-- :_. ___ _;._ _. ---·-;~--,-~---- .. ~-·-,-,-----·------·~- .. .J, ____ ,_ - -----• - - ---··- -·-· ·---· ..... 
. . ... -. 
_. -· ···: . ----·· ·- - ... 
. 




·-- . ---------- Numbers from Raw Data 
' --- ------- --.. ......, ..• , ------- . 
'. ~- ·--- ....._, - - - ·-···-
N .cp .J.. o. OJ.. -i a.CL..Ors . 3 
Levels ·of A: Work Material 
. 
. --9 :-:_ - . - --·-- ... --- -· --· --·.-- -- -· - -
-~-·- --------- - ----~------
Levels of B_: T~Q_l_ing ____ -~·----------- ___________ _ 
~=--------"-. ·--. - -- .---~~.--'---- --.-Levels of- C: Condition (nested) . 2 -· - . _· ,-~-,---._--·----"--: -... -_ - ---3 ' 
. .,.""' .... .,, __________ - -- - ·-----·-·""-' _- , __ _ 
. --- - ..,_ _________ . -- -----··- - - ---- -
Degrees of Sum of Mean 
··--- - -·· -- - - - . 
---------------- -~---~-----------------· 
Effect Freedom ______ squares Squares _____ --~ F _ F.os 
A 
-
----- ·.· .. B --- . ---
"·--- -- --- - ---~-. .:....:.·-:...c.-'--' -~- •• 
. I_ ~-l· 8 2. 8787 0.3600 186. 6* 2.08 
1··· 1 .000067 .000067 • 0-34- ·-·------··--·-- lj 
AB 
3.98 
·a . ,1 •I 
.0307 .• 00384 
I 
.. - -- . ~ 
- .:.____ ------ -











(1) (. 000004) 
- (. 000004) 
16 .0347 • 00217 
(8) (.0281) (.00351) 
-- . -------- -









3.13 · f 98 • /" 


















··-··-··----,··. ___ ·,---·-·----···-·----·",- ·'··-·····~--·c-··:.._ ......... _ ·-·-· ·- ---.-...... ;-" 
* Significant effect of 95% level of significance 
i· 
,1 
-· --- -- -- ·- ---- - --------- ---~-- .-- ·----·-----
- -- .. -- :; 






a=· -:-:---,-------~~-·~·~==~·~=---~=-:~~-·---=---·----"'-·---'--· -,--: __ ._'-,-·---~·. ~--==-:--. _···..,..,,..,.·"_-_:-=,-=-=--·--~-~---~-_-_-_---···_---·:--,;.-___ -'-..'... ____ --;--c_ ,-,---_---·--c:--··-:-,-·--.,,....._,,---_---~---=':--'-- ~·· ___ --._---.:......:.:.. -----'----~~~~-~-==---~-=--~· -~· ··-·--,,····-=···=··-=·-·===--c-c==-c-·~·-.. '=-". ··-= --·= .. --=--- ! 
--- -··--· --·---- - --- - --- - ·-- -- _- -- - "'I! 
-- -- --
.. ::.·,-::-::·:··:· ~ --~---: _-- .. ·. ---~·-:-,- ---.- -·- - . -------------- ----~---· _- ---·· ·-- ____ -----...:,::...~_ ···---- - - .. 
. · ........ ·------- - ------_ ·-_:-··----- --- ---- ---
~ 
·-~ -· ---~- ---- --- - -
' 
- - ---- - -- - -- . . ---;----:-- ---- - •-
--- '. - - - - ..:.. .. 
. ..... ~ . 
·------- --~ ... ;__ __ ...... ....;_,._, __ , .. .. - . '. 
-,-- --- .......... --·-----. .. _____ _,. ___ :::·~-~-~-~-:· . ~--··- -· ........ --·- .,. --,,...... ·-· ·-· ..... .. .... ,. -. . -- ---- ..... : ... --- - --- -·- •·- ·-, -.,- ---- - . . -- ;-- _·_ : ·:..: ...... _-: .. ·. - . :: _ -=- .- --- •·.........:....:-·-· 
--••·•••·•• ·•- • • •-•-•----r------- - -·---- -- • -----··----· • ·-.. --..... _:, __ ----....,.._.,_N----·---. ----
-----•~ ....... -_.,.__ u.::i;.....,.~ ~ - ---- ,,_ .• - .. . - ti, 
-----· 
.,, _____________ ·- ..... . 
-----·-------- --------1-----··---··--------·---·-- ·--·-- -- ·- ---------------·------··----·· -···---------- ·--------- ---· ·- - -··----- . --- - - -- - ··- - ····-,---· - - ·-- ·-··- .. ·-~--· - -
,· .. -
.... - - --~·- -"' 
. ' 
' 
. - - --.· ·--·--· --- -·------·--- ---~ __ · ... ·--------···--·--·---~-
~---:.~_,, ...... , .. .-.--~ · ..• ·~._ ............. -- -~ ~-..=;;;-- ·, ..... ,_ 
·-- ---·-·-·· -~----··-----·-----~----------~----------- ~ 
~-----·-----:--~----- ·-- -- ::-:-:-------------........ -_____ - -- --- .... --· - - -·- --·--· . --- - ------ -· . ·-- ------ - ---------- - ------- - - - ---------· ------ ---------------- - ----------- - -----· ·---·--'------·-"·-···-··" 
... 
·--• .. ----·-·--·- ·--- -··· --·--·--~---------~------ ._ .. ------------ -- ---- ------
---- -----·-··-·--- ---- --- . ·---··· -- -· ·-···· -• ---·---
-- - -- - ~- --·· ~~-~.-- ·----··--·--- ________ · - __ - .. . . --- -- . -·- --
----~-----~- ., - ·--· ~---·. . . -- I . . ··-·---------- --· ·--·-.~··--···· .. ' -





- .... l. 
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- . ··-- ·-- ---·-----·-. --··-~----··. - . . . 
---- - ---- -·-··-·------ ------·- ----:· -
130 
.. . .' . 
' ' I""""' 
.. . 
' - ... 
·- -· -···---· - --· .... ---- - - - ··-------
' 
-
' . ~ . 
,- - ····-- ------ ------ -
" 
_Appendix E6: Machinability·Ratings based on temperature .. --------- ------ - --
i· 
. ,, 
--. -- --- -- -- -- ... - . -
---------
.. measurements of this study - -- - -- -- ·----------~ 
The following equation is used as a method for 
------- --·-- ------- -----. 
- -· ---- .... - . . -· . 
expanding the index scale of the temperatures: 
I = 
- - --- -
Temperature of Cl212 - K 
Temperature of subj·ect steel - K • 
- ---------
where K is a constant the purpose of which is to e_xpand . __________ ---------------~ 
J 
- - ' --·.·;- ... . .... 
the relati·ve differeiices in temperatures among the nine 
steels. The value of K will depend on the combination of 
,· 
.... --------- -
cutting conditions and tooling. 
K will be determined for each of the conditions of , 
-testing by using five of the machinability ratings listed ... ···-- -· 
" 
under commercial sources. These fi.ve ratings are selected 
" 
.. ---~-~rbi-trarily. because of their desirability in expanding the 
scale the prop~r amount. 
Cl2Ll4- CD· 175%' Cl141- HR 
--· ----· 
. - ---- --- -
__ ____ __ -~-Cl04-0 .· HR -
66% 
02-%--- ---- --...- ~---- -- ·- - -------·------ ----- ----- -- - -- - -- =-- -- - -: .. --:::--=-==----====-===- -
-----==·- c1=21'2··· en 100% 4140. ACD 63% 
~ 
- -- --- -
--'-· ----
-.,------ -~. ---- -- - ..:_ =---·-·.:.... ·. 
. .. -
1. For Tungsten Carbide Temperatures 
' 
'. 
_ .... -- --~-- -





--~:_:7 -~:_: -.·- --~-~-:-·:=·.-:~~~::~-~==:~-=~~~--~-:_.cl2L14.-~-C-D.i---- --· ... ·. ::=_· .. ._ ___ --·. - _ -~-----~~~~~~~=-~ -- -~-- , __ · ___ ~ .. --. ·······----· -. -~ - ______ ........ --_: __ - - -- - ----,-·----·------ -----~·~:...:.: ___ .::-.=...-:-.:..:.:-..:.; .• 



















1726 - 1.75 K = 1082 - K 
" 
' 644 = 0 • 7 5 K t' 
K = 859 
. . 
- -- ----~ -- ---- --
- - -- - -- - -
- -- -- - - - - - - - - - - - - --
-- -
-- ---- - -------- -- - - ---· 
---- - --- - . - - --- - - --- ~ - - - ---- - - - ---- -- ---- ------ -
• 




~-·--- - --~--- ,_, _________ ____. _________ .. ~~--- ""'= - -. ·- -- ---.· -
. ~~...., '-'---~ 
___ .. -_--- -- ------ --- -- "'"'"'-'--
. ---·--. -
. ------- ·---- ---~ 
\ 
---- .. ----· . 
' . .,J--• -. · .. 131. 
" . 
I . . Cll41 HR: / - ------ -,-. . • _-.,.a.,,r--· 
-- -··"··---- - - -.,- . .,_ --- --·-·----~·-···--·--·-- ··-· -· . 
. -·-··- .. ·----·---~--------·· --·----···-----~.·---·---·· --





•. , . ' ' 
- ' 
-···- ·: - ··-- - _--~ .. ' - .. ---
·- - ;-··- ... -. ---· ' I 
-I··.-
' .. 
- " --- --- -- --- . 






. --- ·- - -- - -- -- - ---- - --- --·----·---
-- - ,--, --, ·- ,.. . -· ·-·-- ~---. - - __ ,_ . ......__ .. _.. -- --- ,-... ,--,--.... ----~ ·-···-·~ -·- •, ~-·-:--···· 
--·---- - ------ --· --- -------· ·--· --- -----·-' -------· --··-·· 
- ... -----·-- - ·---
' 
-~·--·---·- ---·--···---




0~62-= (1082 -~K)/(1213 - K) .. -- -- ·- _.._ ----- - ---- ____ ,.__ - -
-- - . 
---· -:__:_::: .. :-_ __ - - ·;,· 
·-··t. 
. K= 868· 
- ----··-- --·-· -------· - - -::------- ·--·- ----------- ·- . ·-- -- ·1· 
~----
- ~· ·-
- ---.-.-·-- - --- --· - -
4140 ACD: ·-~~~-----"------- -----
. <!f.-. 
-·----
·-· .. • --· .-· ·-· ---- . ,; . - -~--- - -- -.~ - - - -
-
.-.-- ., 
K = 845 
The average value of K for the 5 calculations is 
,( 
K = 857-
\ . ·- ·-z. - For High Speed steel - Condition 1 Temperatures 
By the identical calculations, the average value of K 
is found to be: 
K = 617 
--·- _______ .:._ ____ ~ __ __3__.__ __ __For li_.:i.gh Speed Steel - Condition 2 Temperatures 
··--··----------------- -
-- ---
- ·- -- - ------
------- -
~---- ·-
-·- --- ---· ~ --L-- -· - ·----·------------
_:ay the SgJne c~lculations, 
K = 670 
-~_.---!---·-- - -..) - - _; . -~ .... 
,' ~-- "·•••::-·-·-·----AO----· .. ·--- •• - - - * • - - • - - - - -· 0 - --- • -- ' ·--------·------..... --·---- -·-·-- -- ---·-·---~~ ...... - --r..,_....,-.,-.... .................... -- ·---- =----------.::_ ________ ~---~---
~-~c~~: ~-~~~---------- -·~""----·~--~-~~-~ _-. __ ---The :-m~rchinabi li_ty- -r-a-tin.g.s are listed. in Tabl_e _V-: 
--·--·-·-~---· ---
-· -~·-·· --~---~--- .---· .... 
--- ···-···-----·-·--·---·-· - ,.. -:·- ··-·-···- -----------------~----·-·------·····--_-_ -- ,· .. ,._ ·-·-···· ... ------... 
---~ ... -··- ··--··--~:--·-····---~-~ .. ~-~···-'··-·-·~·-Machin ab i li ty ... Rat 111.g's ··. b ~-s ·e d .. ·o ti-- . T~!1iPt?i~r a :t ii-rt:?.. : Me as U':t'emert·es::~~:.:_:_.'.-~:~-=~--=-: .. -~::-_;~::::::;:~ .. ~.:::~:.-.~:.;; ; .. ~.-~.,, . 
found in the "Results and Analyses" on page 76. 
-· - -
- -----
~-- -- - - - - --
-- ---- -=-- ---. .. 
----~-- -----· 
- ·---·:.-'.:" . 
. . -·· ,, ' 
- __ :,,.__ 










.l32 )· 1 I 
I . 
. ' ·l " 
-.-·---- '----- ' ·_,. -·~--~-----·· --·-·· ·-· ·· .. ..---, ....... -
.. - ~--· -- _· - _; _'_ -··· 
. ~ 
--,----·-··--·-- ·-----, .. 
·•-. 
·~· 
Aependix E7: Effect of Cold Drawing 
• 
'--·•-L • •• ••·' -·•-• ,,,_,,, ____ ... _ ------------
~~· ·---, ........ ,---: -_.-.. --' .. : =._· :·::.._··~:~_=·-_:_:·:-'--,:~ . . ____ a_·---·_a ...... r_d_n_e_s __ s_· _n_·a_.'t_-a__,__·=----~---:-~_-.... -._·-·---_,... . _.. _ .. _____ ·_-----~-- ~~-• . ---- -·----
,. Grade of Steel Rockwell B Hardness 
.. .,... -




· - Cl213 
- . ·-- ----- -- ,J 
- - - . - -- -- -
- ,. -,--,-- ·- L 
depth from surface 101 102 1.01 100 
depth from surface · 98 100 99 97 
_,l_ - . 
.005 .depth from surface 99 100 100 ' 99 




.. : · -=cl2L--l-4 
2-~·--~·- .,.- . . - - ---- -- ------.... 
--------------------- - --~oos· ·aep·th· from surface···-------·· --- 9·3--- .... ----~-9tt-·-·----------g4- --- ------g-3----- - --
----------- ___ -·--- ---- • 055 depth from surf ace 9·1 93 91 93 
Cl2Ll3· 
.,. 
.005 depth from surface 
• 055 depth f-rom surfac·e 
Analysis of Variance 
/ 









96, .- · 
,95 
Levels of A: Work 




--- ----- - - -- -- -----
.. -
. --~--~ _________ Effect 

























F · ,F-.es 
........ -- --··--
-91. 5* .. - -·_ 3. 01 
18 • 2-4 * --- --4-. 2 6 
1.32 - 3.01 
. --· -_-· ,--- ... · ---- · -· --~-=---~Er--r_o __ r ___ ~2~-4~--·-_ ..__ --_-----_--- --- -. --21---15 -· 




* Significant effect at JS% level of ~ignificance. 
. ; ·--- .... -.~ 
·-··- ------ ---·---·--·-------------· ----- -
- .. 
. . 
.. - ,-..,' - - -~- .. ____ ..., .... 
o;,..,..._ ........ -·---~ ........ ~-.=-...;;."1-- ----. ---·_.--. - - - - -·-- ' -- ·----> 




.. - ---------------- . ~ .. --,----·--------.... -~n-er-:-S-ign==T'es-t: /--Trre-s±gn-tes-t ... is-=l-rse<i----t-0-~empa-r-e-th~~~~. -~:- ----~, ··-~· •••u•··=-"·~---·-·, .... ,:==: 
.......... -,,. , .... •.- . _ •.. _..,,,.-:.~~..!~~":"'=..- .:.::~--:~· • _:'.-..~~ .... ·-.::!" ~--.~-. "· ":"=~" --~-:.;_~---·'··· ·-· - . '. - ' --··. . ' . -- .r ·t . ,' ,-,_ " "-- __ ._ -- .. - ..... ' ., . --_· -. ·; ... -· .... \ ... -- . . . - ,,._. ;I. :.. . -- ',.... -~- .• ' .... , . '. ·: ~ ' '.-. h .'C"-~-· '·_·_ -..• ~ . ·_·_ - . - _· ----·····-- --·. .. - .. -· .. . . ~ ------·· - .- . '.-~- ~ - . ---- ------ -- - .. 
. 
taken at the outside diameter, which is assumed -to be affected 
l 
·' 
·-·- -=----- -_~:.: --~ _ ---by cold drawing, to the cuts taken at the diameter during the , 
second cut, which is assumed to be unaffected by cold drawing. 
- -- - . -- -- ... -- ----- . ~';. ... --
0 • 
. .,, .. 
-- -- -·-·~-... -~ 
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If there were no dif ference:s between the two ., .. treatments, 
the number of positive differences(+) would be expected 






















I [D (-l. But, there are 10 positive differences, only 1 nega-_______________________ W 
D 
tive difference,. and one tie. Splitting the tie be;ween 
positive and negative differences, 10~ +•s" and- 1~ -'s are J 
- --
- ~ 
----- -------=-----=--.:_--==---- -:_~L_obtaine_d_._ _ If_ the ac-tual- perce-ritage of +' s should be abeu-t:- --- -- __ ---..:.:.:::.. ___ ___ :-· .::~:c..- ~ 
- -----
.__ ______ _ 
50%, how unlikely is a distribution like this? Figure 22 
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.ities associated with· obtaining a particular number of +'s. 
The probability of drawing 10~ in this representation 
embraces the interval between ·'10 and 11 on the x-axis. 
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Figure 22: Binomial Distribution for n= 12, P= 0.50 
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The probability of getting 10~ +'s or more is shown by the 
.. 
sum of the probabilities to· the right of the- dotted line. - ------ - - ...... ,•·-·----- - 'll -
· This sum is equal to ~(.0161) + .0030 + .• 0002 = 0.0112 •. 
- ·- - ---- -
_.....:--- ____ Since-,- -in -t-he- pre-sen,: -c-ase, the probability sought is _the 
··1 
• 
_:__ - ·---- - . -----
probability is 0.0224. In other words, no a priori conclu-
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In as much as 
a probability of 0.0224 is extremely small, the conclusion 
to be drawn is tha_t 10_~ +' s cannot be attributed to ch~nce. 
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········ .... -...... -:--·-·-·. ----:~-~--·:-----:-· -Consequently, it must· be concluded that cold drawing .. has·-- -- -~-~-, -- . · · > 
a significant effect in raising the tool-chip interface 
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2. 'f.emperature: HSS Tooling 
The analysis is a little more difficult for HSS 
.. 
The problem is that matching pairs of data (cold drawn ·vs. 
,. ·--- . . \ .. - . . ._ 
I 
_:_ ____ I 
·:·----- ·---· non-·-cold drawn} are not available for all sets of condi- I 
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- ...... - ~. -~ ,.. ' . 
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- tlons. . The difficulty brought by this is merely that· the-. 
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:gsing a logic si~i~ar to that used for the preeceding__:_ .. _'._ ___ _ 
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situation, there are 4 -•sand 2 +'s. Using the binomial. .. :I 
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attributed to chance. Thus, cold drawing shows no signi-
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There,·are a total of 7. e- +' s and 5 - 's. Such a combination 
must be attributed to chance and it must be concluded that 










cold working shows no significan·t effect for wear on WC -
·- .. "' i 
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tooling. 
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There are 5 +• s and one - sign.I The probability of gettirig 
5 or more +' s or 5 or more - , s is O. 2188. Although·- ·t·he 
data suggests that cold drawing has an effect on wear, ·it·_ 
.. 
' 
!__ - ---------- - - -
· - cannot be shown statistically that· it does. 
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s. Surface Finish: Tungsten Carbide Tooling 
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Cl2Ll4 '23 11 ' + _22. 
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26 ·17 + 9 
Cl2Ll3 13 10 + 3 
12 9 + ·3 
13 -11· +- 2 
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There are 8~ +'sand 3~ -'s. The probability associated 
with 8~ or more +•s or 8~ or more -•sis 0.2668. Thus, 
- . 
no conclusions· '"can be rnade 'front the data. 
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-- . ------:,------- There are 3~ +' s and 2~ - 1 s. No conclusions can be drawn '~--· ___ .. -·-
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